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 Tuesday, May 9, 2017 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
9:00 a.m.   Sage East 
 
Posters will be up both days and available for viewing during discussion periods and breaks. 
 
Chairs: Aaron Boley 
 Fred Ciesla 
 
9:00 a.m. Boley A. *   Ciesla F. * 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
 
SESSION I 
9:40 a.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Sara Russell  
 Martin Bizzarro  
 
9:40 a.m. Russell S. S. *   Connolly H. C. Jr.   Krot A. N. 
Constraints on Chondrule Formation from Investigations of Meteorites:  As Summary of the Workshop 
on Chondrules and the Protoplanetary Disk held in London in February 2017 [#2020] 
Here we summarise the discussion and outcomes of a meeting on chondrules and the protoplanetary disk 
held in London in February 2017. 
 
10:00 a.m. Hubbard A. *   Mac Low M.-M. 
Complementarity and the Formation of Chondrite Parent Bodies:  A Window on 
Dust Coagulation [#2015] 
Complementarity implies that chondrules and matrix within given chondrites are co-genetic, drawn from 
a single mass reservoir. Complementarity also requires that chondrite assembly sample that mass 
reservoir evenly, which constraints dust growth. 
 
10:20 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
10:30 a.m. Coffee Break 
 
 Tuesday, May 9, 2017 
SESSION II 
10:45 a.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Melissa Morris  
 Mordecai-Mark Mac Low  
 
10:45 a.m. Xiang C.   Matthews L. S.   Carballido A.   Morris M. A. *   Hyde T. W. 
Modeling the Growth of Chondrule Dust Rims with Molecular Dynamics [#2021] 
We present a numerical method to study the structure of dust rims formed around chondrules as the latter 
sweep up dust in the solar nebula gas. An N-body code is used to model detailed collision processes 
between aggregates and a mm-sized sphere. 
 
10:50 a.m. Ali A. *   Nasir S. J.   Jabeen I. 
An Oxygen Isotopic Link Between Rumuruti and Ordinary Chondrites from Oman:  Evidence from the 
Chondrules in Dhofar 1671 (R3.6) [#2002] 
A genetic link between Rumuruti and ordinary chondrites is revealed by the O-isotope compositions of 
the bulk chondrules in the Dhofar 1671, an R type find from Oman. The data from these chondrules 
connect the L6 type OCs recently found in Oman. 
 
10:55 a.m. Morris M. A. * 
An Assessment of Current Models of Chondrule Formation [#2030] 
In this talk, a brief overview of several of the proposed chondrule formation models will be presented. 
 
11:35 a.m. Haugboelle T. *   Grassi T.   Frostholm Mogensen T.   Wielandt D.   Larsen K. K.   Vaytet N. M.   
Connelly J.   Bizzarro M. 
Formation of the First Solids at the Birth of Our Solar System [#2025] 
We present a new model of CAI formation under special conditions in the first thousands of years of the 
protosun. It is a strong constraint for models of the formation of our and other Solar Systems, and can be 
used to make meteoritic predictions. 
 
11:55 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
12:05 p.m. BIG QUESTIONS 
 
12:30 p.m. Lunch 
 
 Tuesday, May 9, 2017 
SESSION III 
2:00 p.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Alexandra Perez  
 Fred Ciesla 
 
2:00 p.m. Hasegawa Y. *   Matsumoto Y.   Wakita S.   Oshino S.   Turner N. J.   Masiero J. 
Impact Jetting and the Origin of Ordinary Chondrites [#2011] 
We explore impact jetting as a mechanism to form chondrules and subsequent pebble accretion as a 
mechanism to generate parent bodies of chondrites, and investigate how these two processes can account 
for the currently available meteoritic data. 
 
2:20 p.m. Mai C. *   Desch S. J.   Boley A. C. 
Magnetic Fields in the Chondrule-Forming Region of a Planetary Bow Shock [#2016] 
Chondrules have remanent magnetizations / If they were formed in a planetary bow shock / Did they 
record the background B field in the solar nebula? 
 
2:40 p.m. Perez A. M. *   Desch S. J.   Schrader D. L.   Till C. B. 
Can Porphyritic Chondrules Form in Planetary Embryo Bow Shocks? [#2014] 
This work investigates the validity of planetary embryo bow shocks as a possible chondrule formation 
mechanism. We have conducted experiments to test whether cooling rates > 3000 K/hr can yield 
porphyritic textures. 
 
3:00 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
3:15 p.m. Coffee Break 
 
 Tuesday, May 9, 2017 
SESSION IV 
3:30 p.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Matthew Payne  
 Kevin Walsh  
 
3:30 P.M. Miura Y. *   Kato T. 
Chondrules and Exsochondrules Formed in Open Process of the Solar System [#2028] 
Chondrule is formed slowly cooled by from vapor, fluid to larger solid process. Chondrules and 
exochondrules are observed at cooling process during larger or multiple collision at explosive 
plume area. 
 
3:35 p.m. Hernández-Reséndiz P. *   Cervantes-de la Cruz K. E.   Segura A.   U’Ren A.    
Cruz-Ramirez H.   Ángeles-García B. S. 
Barred Olivine Chondrules Melts Generated Experimentally and Their Thermal Histories [#2006] 
We simulate the formation of chondrules by melting olivine grains with 50W CO2 laser. We measure the 
temperature during the formation of the artificial chondrules. We compare the melts characteristics with 
the natural chondrules. 
 
3:40 p.m. Montoya-Perez M. A. *   Cervantes-de la Cruz K. E.   Ruvalcaba-Sil J. L. 
Nondestructive Method for Bulk Chemical Characterization of Barred Olivine Chondrules [#2026] 
This work develops a bulk chemical characterization of barred olivine chondrules based on the XRF 
analysis using a portable equipment at the National Research and Conservation Science Laboratory of 
Cultural Heritage (LANCIC-IF) in Mexico City. 
 
3:45 p.m. Cervantes-de la Cruz K. E. *   Hernández-Reséndiz P.   Segura A.   Cruz-Hernández H.   
Ángeles-García B. S.   U’Ren A. 
Fast Cooling of Chondrules to Prevent Evaporation of Fe-Ni:  Constraints from 
Experimental Chondrules [#2019] 
Cristals edges are natural frontiers were Fe-Ni condensate during crystallization of chondrules. Quick 
time are necessary to prevent the volatization of Fe-Ni. 
 
3:50 p.m. Walsh K. J. * 
Constraining the Early Asteroid Belt [#2031] 
Here we focus on the implications for the primordial asteroid belt mass and dynamical excitement for 
different flavors of terrestrial planet formation models. 
 
4:30 p.m. Gladman, B. * 
Dynamics of Meteoroids and Their Parent Bodies 
 
4:50 p.m. Payne M. J. * 
Extinct Stars and Eviscerated Planets:  Using Observations of White Dwarf Pollution to Understand 
the Formation, Composition and Evolution of Planetary Systems [#2005] 
I will discuss the work that will required for the white-dwarf community to be able to extract the unique 
data that only white dwarf systems can supply on the fundamental processes governing the formation 
and evolution of planetary systems. 
 
5:10 p.m. Lawler S. M. * 
How Would Planet 9 (if it Exists) Affect the Distribution of Pebbles and Planetesimals in the 
Outer Solar System? [#2027] 
I use dynamical simulations of the distant Kuiper Belt with or without an additional Planet 9 to discuss 
the possibilities for Planet 9’s formation, and whether or not planetesimal and pebble belts could survive 
this process. 
 
 Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
SESSION V 
9:00 a.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Aaron Boley 
 Catherine Espaillat 
 
9:00 a.m. Espaillat C. * 
Observations and Evolution of Dusty Protoplanetary Disks [#2004] 
Observations and theory of disks. 
 
9:40 a.m. Kita N. T. *   Tenner T. J.   Ushikubo T.   Nakashima D.   Defouilloy C.   Hertwig A. T.   
Chaumard N.   Rudraswami N. G.   Weisberg M. K.   Kimura M.   Nagahara H.   Bischoff A. 
Oxygen Isotope Reservoirs in the Protoplanetary Disk Inferred from Chondrules in 
Primitive Meteorites [#2022] 
O-isotope systematics among chondrules from different chondrite groups suggests variability in their 
isotope reservoirs and redox conditions in the disk, and may relate to mixing between anhydrous dust 
and water ice in their precursors. 
 
10:00 a.m. Hertwig A. T. *   Kita N. T.   Defouilloy C.   Kimura M. 
Estimating Dust Enrichment and Water Ice Abundance in the Protoplanetary Disk from Oxygen Isotope 
Ratios and FeO Content of Type I Chondrules from Two CV Chondrites [#2024] 
SIMS O-isotope study of chondrules from two CVs show that most chondrules formed in 
water-ice-depleted regions at dust enrichments of x50-200. Systematic variations of isotope ratio and 
FeO content may be due to locally varying water ice abundances. 
 
10:20 a.m. DISCUSSION 
 
10:30 a.m. Coffee Break 
 
 Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
SESSION VI 
10:45 a.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Xuening Bai  
 Fred Ciesla 
 
10:45 a.m. Backus I. *   Quinn T. 
Dust Migration in Gravitationally Active Protoplanetary Disks [#2029] 
Solid growth and planet formation may require dense regions of dust. I investigate dust migration 
concentration, in gravitationally active protoplanetary disks using high resolution, 3D SPH simulations. 
 
10:50 a.m. White J. A. *   Boley A. C. 
Stellar Emission Inhibiting the Study of “Exo-Chondrules” in Circumstellar Debris [#2003] 
The host stars in circumstellar disks can be a confounding parameter in recovering the disc’s properties. 
I’ll present examples where we can’t study the small grains due to stellar effects and discuss a project 
designed to solve the issue. 
 
10:55 a.m. Andrews, S. * 
Observations and Evolution of Dusty Protoplanetary Disks (Part II) 
 
11:35 a.m. Bai X. * 
Towards Realistic MHD Simulations of Protoplanetary Disks [#2009] 
I will present the first fully global simulations of protoplanetary disks that take into account all three 
non-ideal magnetohydrodynamic effects. The results show complex flow structures with important 
implications for chondrule transport. 
 
11:55 a.m. Mac Low M.-M. *   Hubbard A.   Ebel D. S. 
Layered Disks as a Solution to Dynamical and Cosmochemical Constraints on 
Chondrule Formation [#2017] 
Complementarity between chondrules and matrix is consistent with chondrule formation separated 
vertically from the cold disk midplane. Astrophysical models offer formation sites in magnetized surface 
layers or current sheets formed by disk winds. 
 
12:15 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
12:30 p.m. Lunch 
 
 Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
SESSION VII 
1:45 p.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Jean-François Gonzalez  
 Anna Hughes  
 
1:45 p.m. Lambrechts M. *   Morbidelli A.   Johansen A. 
Connecting Pebble Accretion to Chondrules [#2010] 
A brief overview of our current understanding of pebble accretion will be given. Then, we will discuss 
the impact of chondrule-sized drifting pebbles on planetesimal-to-embryo growth in the 
terrestrial region. 
 
2:25 p.m. Gonzalez J.-F. *   Laibe G.   Maddison S. T. 
Self-Induced Dust Traps:  Overcoming Planet Formation Barriers [#2012] 
Self-induced dust traps form when taking into account the growth and fragmentation of dust grains, 
together with the back-reaction of dust on gas. They are favored locations for the growth of solids, and in 
particular chondrules. 
 
2:45 p.m. Hughes A. G. *   Boley A. C. 
Planetesimal Growth Through the Accretion of Pebbles [#2018] 
Planetesimal growth is fundamental to planet formation, but poorly understood. We present 
self-consistent hydrodynamic simulations to estimate planetesimal growth rates from pebble accretion. 
At close distances, the optimal particle size is 0.3 mm. 
 
3:05 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
3:15 p.m. Coffee Break 
 
 Wednesday, May 10, 2017 
SESSION VIII 
3:30 p.m.   Sage East 
 
Chairs: Melissa Morris  
 Aaron Boley 
 
3:30 p.m. Redd, N. * 
What Draws Science Writers to Your Research? 
 
4:10 p.m. Harley, C. * 
How to Make Data Dissemination More Impactful. 
 
4:50 p.m. DISCUSSION 
 
5:00 p.m. FINAL REMARKS 
AN OXYGEN ISOTOPIC LINK BETWEEN RUMURUTI AND ORDINARY CHONDRITES FROM 
OMAN: EVIDENCE FROM THE CHONDRULES IN DHOFAR 1671 (R3.6).  ARSHAD ALI1, SOBHI J. 
NASIR1 and IFFAT JABEEN2, 1Earth Sciences Research Centre (ESRC), Sultan Qaboos University, Al-Khodh, 
Muscat 123, Sultanate of Oman (arshadali@squ.edu.om, sobhi@squ.edu.om) , 2Department of Earth Sciences, 
Western University, 1151 Richmond St. N., London, ON, N6A 5B7 Canada (ijabeen67@gmail.com). 
 
 
Introduction:  The link between Rumuruti chon-
drites (RCs) and ordinary chondrite (OCs) has been 
continuously discussed, ever since after the recognition 
of the former as a distinct group; mainly on the basis of 
their oxygen isotope compositions in different compo-
nents [1-5]. The chondrules are micrometer- to milli-
meter-sized astrophysical objects and represent the 
major constituents of RCs (mean diameter = 400 μm; 
[6]), OCs (L-H-LL = 450–550 μm; [6]) and other 
chondrite groups. Most of them comprised mainly of 
olivine and low-Ca pyroxene embedded in varying 
abundances of fine- to coarse-grained matrix materials 
(e.g., RCs = 42 vol%, OCs = 12 vol%; [7]). Our recent 
studies on oxygen isotope compositions in Dhofar 
1671 (R3.6; [5]) and OCs (H5, L6; [8]) are the basis of 
this abstract. Precise oxygen isotope data of these me-
teorites were obtained using the methodology adopted 
by [9]. These meteorites are recent finds from the de-
serts of Oman. 
Review of the OCs (H5, L6):  The bulk chemical 
compositions of recent OC finds (H5, L6; [8]) general-
ly reflect isochemical features which is consistent with 
the progressive thermal metamorphism of a common, 
unequilibrated starting material [8]. The oxygen iso-
tope data also demonstrate that the isotopic equilibrium 
during progressive thermal metamorphism had been 
attained following a mass-dependent isotope fractiona-
tion trend [8]. Both groups show a ~slope-1/2 line on a 
three-isotope plot.  
Review of the Dhofar 1671 (R3.6):  It is a brecci-
ated meteorite, like most of other RCs, has recently 
been reclassified as a Rumuruti meteorite (originally 
classified as CV3; MB 101) having petrologic type of 
R3.6. A detailed petrographic account is given else-
where [5]. The major and REE compositions [5] are 
generally in agreement with average values of the RCs 
[10]. The chondrules of different types such as porphy-
ritic-olivine-pyroxene (POP), radial pyroxene (RP) and 
barred olivine (BO) are embedded in proportionately 
equal volume of matrix [8]. The chondrules containing 
different types of olivines are shown in Fig. 1. Chon-
drules that do not contain zoned olivines (i.e., Fe-poor 
cores and Fe-rich rims) appear to have a surrounding 
fine-grained accretionary rim (Fig. 1a), while others 
with zoned olivines appear to lack these accretionary 
rims. Precise oxygen isotope compositions of bulk ma-
terials, matrix and chondrules are reported in [5]. In the 
following section, we will discuss the possible relation-
ship between RCs and OCs using bulk oxygen isotope 
compositions of chondrules (Table 1) in Dhofar 1671 
taken from [5].  
Discussion:  When we plotted the bulk oxygen iso-
tope compositions of OCs (H5, L6; [8]) with those of 
chondrules in Dhofar 1671 (Table 1), we found that, 
chondrules are connecting the L6 OCs line with the 
RCs (Fig. 2). In addition, the distinguishing characteri- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Images of chondrules in Dhofar 1671, (a) POP 
chondrule with a fine-grained accretionary rim (red 
arrow) shown in transmitted light; (b) BSE image of a 
lithiclast consisting of a PO, RP chondrule in a ferroan 
matrix (mx). 
 
stic of the Dhofar 1671 data of bulk materials, some 
fine- & coarse-grained matrices along with few chon-
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drules is their identical elevated ∆17O values (i.e., +2.2 
‰ to +2.9 ‰; 5]. The slope-1/2 line of RCs is con-
structed from the data of fine-grained matrix of Dhofar 
1671 [5] given its spread in δ18O relative to the coarse-
grained matrix data [5]. 
Furthermore, most of the bulk, fine- and coarse-
grained data of Dhofar 1671 fall along the trend shown 
by previous studies [10 and references therein; not 
shown here for simplicity]. Similar to the seemingly 
strong link revealed by chondrules in Dhofar 1671 with 
the OCs from Oman; it has recently been reported that 
Dhofar 1671 is also related to components of other 
RCs, and OCs [5]. It is important to note that the iso-
topic equilibrium had been achieved on parent asteroi-
dal bodies of both chondritic groups during the thermal 
metamorphism (Fig. 2). 
 
Fig. 2. Plot of oxygen isotope data of OCs (H5, L6) 
taken from [8] and various components separated from 
the Dhofar 1671 (R3.6) such as bulk, matrix, & chon-
drules [5]. S.Chond. = small chondrules. L.Chond. = 
large chondrules. F = fine-grained. C = coarse-grained. 
 
As discussed in [5], the short mixing trajectory 
shown by mainly large chondrules between the OCs 
and RCs (Fig. 2) suggests that OCs chondrule precur-
sors could have interacted with a 17O-enriched gas 
(probably H2O) reservoir; leading to shift ∆17O values 
from OCs (~1 ‰) to that of the RCs (~3 ‰) in the so-
lar nebula; followed by aqueous alteration on an aster-
oidal setting. Such high 17O-bearing matrix components 
had, similarly, taken part in the formation of magnetites 
in OCs [e.g., Semarkona LL3.0 and Ngawi LL3.6; 10] 
and RCs [e.g., PCA91241 R3.6-8; 1] on an asteroid. 
The abundance of matrix in RCs (42 vol%) relative to 
the OCs (12 vol%), confirmed that the former are ap-
parently more oxidized and 17O-rich. It is quite possi-
ble that these isotopic exchange processes could have 
occurred simultaneously as “exotic” clasts in brecciat-
ed samples formed such as NWA 10214 (LL3-6; [4]), 
Parnallee (LL3; [12]), PCA91241 (R3.8-6; [1]), and 
Dhofar 1671 (R3.6; [5]).  
Conclusions: We conclude that the chondrules in 
Dhofar 1671 unequivocally show a genetic relationship 
between their host rock and the OCs found in Oman, 
especially the L6 type. The chondrule precursors of 
OCs (probably L type) could have underwent an iso-
topic exchange with 17O-enriched gas in the solar nebu-
la. Isotopic equilibrium at parent asteroidal bodies had 
possibly been achieved during the thermal metamor-
phism. Authors recommend to carry out a comprehen-
sive in-situ isotope analyses of different types of chon-
drules in Dhofar 1671 to further investigate the rela-
tionship between RCs and OCs. 
 
Table 1: Oxygen isotope compositions of bulk 
chondrules in Dhofar 1671. 
Chondrules 
 
NCA Mass 
(mg) 
Mass/C 
(μg) 
δ17O 
(‰) 
δ18O 
(‰) 
Δ17O 
(‰) 
(Small)       
1 10 0.85 85 4.524 4.953 1.934 
2 11 1.11 101 4.724 4.185 2.532 
3 8 1.07 134 2.426 2.702 1.014 
4 7 0.96 137 4.743 4.547 2.362 
5 4 0.86 215 5.641 4.728 3.161 
6 4 0.94 235 4.867 5.087 2.205 
(Large)       
1 3 0.97 310 4.080 4.422 1.767 
2 2 0.77 385 5.182 4.643 2.749 
3 2 1.01 505 5.101 4.649 2.665 
4 1 0.68 680 4.943 4.350 2.664 
5 1 0.98 980 5.571 5.064 2.917 
6 1 1.03 1030 3.359 4.175 1.177 
7* 1 1.09 1090 4.536 4.484 2.189 
8 1 1.50 1500 4.299 6.116 1.105 
NCA = number of chondrules lased in a single analysis. Mass/C = mass 
per chondrule. * = broken fragment of a chondrule. Data source = [8]. 
 
Acknowledgements: We thank C. Herd for provid-
ing images of the Dhofar 1671. 
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MAGNESIUM, SILICON AND CALCIUM ISOTOPES IN CENTRAL EUROPEAN TEKTITES – 
IMPLICATIONS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE PROCESSES AND TRACKING THEIR SOURCES 
WITH THE RIES AREA SEDIMENTS. T. Magna1, J. Farkaš1, Z. Rodovská1,2, J. Trubač1, R.B. Georg3, C. 
Holmden4, K. Žák5, 1Czech Geological Survey, Prague, Czech Republic. E-mail: tomas.magna@geology.cz. 
2Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic. 3Water Quality Centre, Trent University, Peter-
borough, Canada. 4University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada. 5Institute of Geology, v.v.i., Academy of Sci-
ence of the Czech Republic, Prague, Czech Republic.  
 
 
Introduction: Isotopes of Mg and Ca appear to be 
sensitive indicators of protolith chemistry considering 
variations of their isotope abundances in silicate and 
carbonate lithologies [1–2] although Ca as well as Si 
isotopes may also indicate biologically mediated pro-
cesses [3]. However, a handful of studies exists that 
deals with isotope fractionation of these major ele-
ments at magmatic temperatures (see review by [4] for 
Si) and extreme events like impact processes remain 
largely unexplored [5]. At then-achievable analytical 
precision, [6] did not discover measurable Mg isotope 
offsets in tektites from common silicate reservoirs and 
implied limited loss of Mg that could impart Mg iso-
tope fractionation during impact events. Silicon iso-
topes are thought to fractionate during core segrega-
tion [7] but the response to extreme temperatures re-
mains unknown although it could bear new infor-
mation on conditions taking place shortly after the 
giant collisions. Because specific isotope fractiona-
tions exist between the vegetation and soils, and due to 
the fact that some organic materials have been embed-
ded in impact-related glasses [8] and that a minor con-
tribution of ashes from local vegetation into impact-
related materials cannot be excluded [9], the high-
precision analyses could provide a fingerprint for de-
termining the former presence of flora at impact sites. 
Impacts are major surface-shaping processes in 
early stages of planetary evolution and despite the de-
creasing rate of large impacts throughout the history, 
the Earth’s surface has constantly been reworked by 
small to large impacts in its modern era. During the 
bombardment, natural silica-rich glasses are produced 
both within the craters and around them, and also as 
distal ejecta (tektites). Tektites have been recognized 
in four known strewn fields, which could be assigned 
to a specific crater or at least the area of origin: North 
American, Central European, Ivory Coast and Austral-
asian. However, a direct link to their respective proto-
liths is unclear. 
For this study, we selected a range of Central Eu-
ropean tektites (moldavites) with distinctive SiO2 con-
tents and collected from five different strewn subfields 
in order to cover both the maximum range in chemistry 
of moldavite and the range in ballistic transport trajec-
tories. In addition, chemically variable Miocene sedi-
ments (mainly the Upper Freshwater Molasse) from 
the Ries target area in south-eastern Germany (cen-
tered close to Nördlingen) that could have contributed 
to the finite moldavite melt pool were also analyzed. 
On the basis of the correspondence of the ages [10], 
the Ries impact structure has been accepted as the par-
ent crater to moldavites. 
Results and discussion:  
Magnesium. Sediments from the Ries area span a 
26/24MgDSM3 range of >3‰ (–3.0 to 0.1‰) with two 
distinct trends, apparently related to major element 
chemistry (MgO, FeOtot) and volatile contents (F, 
P2O5, H2O). This suggests major lithological contrasts 
determining the Mg isotope fractionation (carbonate- 
versus clay- versus quartz-rich sediments) although 
clay minerals isolated from three sediments do not 
show a uniform sense of Mg isotope fractionation rela-
tive to bulk sediments. Overall, carbonate-rich samples 
tend towards significantly lower 26/24Mg values than 
silicate-rich samples. The moldavites span a signifi-
cantly more constrained range of 26/24Mg values (–1.6 
to 0.4‰) and no particular difference is found for 
moldavites from distinct strewn subfields. The 
26/24Mg values overlap with most of the sediments 
although for the isotopically heaviest moldavite no 
sedimentary equivalent with similarly heavy Mg iso-
tope composition has been found in this study. These 
findings may reflect either incomplete sampling of 
sedimentary precursors or a minor Mg isotope frac-
tionation related to modest Mg loss during the impact 
event. But with respect to extremely variable Mg con-
tents in the source sediments, any Mg loss during mol-
davite formation cannot be tested. While both the mol-
davites and sediments follow mass-dependent isotope 
fractionation in triple-Mg isotope plot, subtle differ-
ences between equilibrium (slope ~0.529) and kinetic 
(slope ~0.511) effects are recognized that may be re-
lated to low-temperature versus high-temperature con-
ditions. A single sample of a residual glass produced in 
a power plant during cobmustion of organic matter 
(“straw glass”) has a common Mg isotope composition 
but low Mg content largely precluding significant or-
ganic component in the source of moldavites. 
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Silicon. The 30SiNBS28 values vary greatly for the 
Ries area sediments (–1.4 to 0.3‰) but no particular 
difference is observed for silica-rich versus silica-poor 
samples. A straw glass and phytolith samples isolated 
from Miscanthus sp. carry isotopically heavy Si signa-
ture while phytoliths from Equisetum sp. carry 30Si at 
the lower range of values reported for sediments in this 
study. However, the cumulative effect of plants on the 
bulk Si systematics is rendered insignificant given the 
Si-rich nature of target lithologies. Moldavites show 
more homogeneous 30Si values (–0.5 to –0.1‰) with 
no difference between the individual strewn subfields. 
Two moldavites show a systematic and reproducible 
mass-independent offset in 30Si fractionation (with a 
slope of ~0.56), the origin of which remains presently 
unclear, but does not appear to be related to peculiar 
sample chemistry and/or analytical procedures. A 
slightly wider scatter among the moldavite Si data does 
not allow to distinguish between different fractionation 
paths. 
Calcium. Contrary to Mg, Ca isotopes are largely 
invariant in sedimentary samples from the Ries area, 
with 44/40CaSRM915a values ranging between 0.58 and 
0.85‰. Two separate positive trends emerge in rela-
tion to the carbonate content. A sample of straw glass 
has a distinctly low 44/40Ca of –0.4‰ which implies a 
very limited contribution of Ca from vegetation in the 
moldavites (see the data below). Also, given the low 
Ca and Mg contents in plants coupled with high 
Ca/Mg (Ca/Mg in tektites is ~1), significant proportion 
of ashes (several tens percent by volume) would be 
required to provide detectable changes to Ca–Mg iso-
tope compositions while these amounts would violate 
other major element constraints. The moldavites dis-
play a limited range in 44/40Ca values (0.60 to 0.83‰), 
within the isotope variability of sediments. Slight dif-
ferences exist between the different strewn subfields of 
the Central European moldavites, with the Moravian 
moldavites having lighter Ca isotope compositions 
compared with the rest of the suite. Unlike sediments, 
moldavites do not form a dichotomy but are displaced 
between low-CaO sedimentary components with the 
end member 44/40Ca values, i.e., carbonate-rich sedi-
ments represent only a marginal addition to moldavite 
melts. 
Several observations can be inferred from the cu-
mulative Mg–Si–Ca isotope dataset. The order of de-
creasing half-mass condensation temperatures [11] is 
from Ca to Mg to Si. Calcium shows the highest de-
gree of homogeneity (~0.06‰/amu) in moldavites 
while both Si and, in particular, Mg display a higher 
extent of variability (~0.23‰/amu and ~1.0‰/amu, 
respectively). Therefore, larger degree of variability 
discovered for Mg may be, to a certain extent, surpris-
ing but this may perhaps be explained by the large 
range in 26/24Mg values in the possible sedimentary 
parentage, compared with that found for Si. 
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Towards	Realistic	MHD	Simulations	of	Protoplanetary	Disks		The	gas	dynamics	of	PPD	is	largely	determined	by	the	coupling	between	the	weakly	ionized	gas	and	magnetic	fields,	described	by	three	non-ideal	magnetohydrodynamic	(MHD)	effects.	Previous	local	MHD	simulations	highlighted	the	importance	of	these	effects,	which	largely	suppress	the	disk	turbulence,	yet	also	leave	several	major	puzzles	related	to	the	kinematics	of	the	gas	flow.	I	will	present	the	first	fully	global	simulations	of	PPDs	that	take	into	account	all	three	non-ideal	MHD	effects,	with	physically	motivated	prescriptions	of	thermodynamics.	I	show	that	the	disk	interior	is	largely	laminar	while	exhibits	complex	flow	structures,	depending	on	the	polarity	of	the	large-scale	poloidal	magnetic	field	(due	to	the	Hall	effect).	In	particular,	when	the	poloidal	field	is	aligned	with	disk	rotation,	both	inward	and	outward	transport	of	solids	can	be	achieved	depending	on	the	location	in	the	disk.	The	disk	also	shows	very	significant	mass	loss	via	a	magnetized	disk	wind.	Implications	for	the	transport	of	chondrules	will	be	discussed.	
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Introduction:  Low-mass stars like our Sun form 
by the gravitational collapse of the densest parts of 
molecular clouds comprising stellar-derived dust and 
gas. Such collapsing ‘prestellar cores’ swiftly evolve 
into deeply-embedded protostars that rapidly accrete 
material from their surrounding envelopes via a pro-
toplanetary disk. Recent astronomical observations of 
young protoplanetary disks suggest that the growth of 
planetary cores occurs in the earliest stages of disk 
evolution, namely at the time of significant mass accre-
tion to the disk and protostar [1]. Thus, a better under-
standing of disk mass transport processes, including 
the effects of early planet formation on the disk struc-
ture, is key to elucidate the nature of the material pre-
cursor to rocky planets. 
In the Solar System, a record of these processes is 
preserved in chondrite meteorites. The most abundant 
constituent of chondrites are chondrules, millimetre-
sized glassy spherules formed as free-floating objects 
by transient heating events. Pb-Pb dating indicates that 
primary chondrule production was restricted to at most 
the first million years after formation of the Sun and 
that these existing chondrules were recycled for the 
entire disk lifetime [2]. These data require efficient 
mecanisms for the outward mass transport and storage 
of mm-sized objects during ∼4 Myr of protoplanetary 
disk evolution. Here, we investigate the nucleosynthet-
ic inventory of individual chondrules from various 
types of chondrites (OC, EC, CM, CV, CK and CR), 
believed to have formed in distinct disk regions, to 
constrain mass transport processes in the early Solar 
System. 
Nucleosynthetic diversity of chondrites:  The di-
chotomy in the abundance of the 54Cr nucleosynthetic 
tracer between carbonaceous and non-carbonaceous 
chondrites is thought to reflect distinct accretion re-
gions of their parent bodies. Carbonaceous chondrites, 
characterized by µ54Cr (106 deviations in the mass-
independant 54Cr/52Cr) excesses relative to the terres-
trial composition formed beyond the snow line where-
as the non-carbonaceous material recording µ54Cr defi-
cits originated Sunward of the snow line [3]. Chon-
drules from CM, CV and CK chondrites (N=62) record 
a range of µ54Cr compositions comparable to that ob-
served for inner Solar System primitive and differenti-
ated meteorites. In contrast, enstatite and ordinary 
chondrite chondrules (N=30) display a narrow range of 
µ54Cr values limited to compositions observed for in-
ner Solar System asteroidal and planetary bodies. The-
se data require that chondrules formed Sunward of the 
snowline were transported and stored in the accretion 
region(s) of CM, CV and CK chondrites. Conversely, 
the lack of outer Solar System chondrules in ordinary 
and enstatite chondrites requires a mechanism limiting 
the influx of mm-sized outer Solar System solids to the 
accretion of terrestrial planets during the disk lifetime.  
The 54Cr and 26Mg* (decay product of 26Al) sys-
tematics of metal-rich carbonaceous chondrites (CH, 
CB and CR) and their components suggest that these 
formed from a reservoir distrinct from most sampled 
Solar System objects [4]. This is based on the identifi-
cation of primordial molecular cloud matter in their 
precursors. The lack of this signature in CM, CV and 
CK chondrules suggests a distinct, spatially-isolated 
formation region for metal-rich chondrites. 
Outward mass-transport processes: Jets and disk 
winds are a generic feature of young strars and their 
disk and, hence, we have investigated their role in 
promoting the outward transport of mm-sized solids 
using zoom-in simulations [5]. Our result indicate that 
∼50% of mm-solids initially located at a distance of 
0.05-0.2 AU in a young turbulent disk are entrained by 
disk winds and transported to distances ranging from 
∼1 to beyond 30 AU. Thus, disk winds provide an effi-
cient means for transporting inner disk chondrules to 
the outer disk. 
Early formation of gas giants: Our results re-
quires the existence of three large-scale, isolated disk 
reservoirs. The early growth of planetary cores and the 
opening of disk gaps potentially provides an efficient 
mechanism for storage by limiting the inward drift of 
mm-sized solids through the establishment of pressure 
bumps. We suggest that the early formation of Jupiter 
and Saturn spatially isolated three disk regions, an in-
ner terrestrial planet disk region, a reservoir located 
between Jupiter and Saturn where CM, CV and CK 
chondrites accreted and, lastly, a region beyond Saturn 
where metal-rich chondrites and comets formed. The 
chondrule age-data requires isolation of these reser-
voirs within 500,000 years of proto-Sun collapse. 
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Introduction:  Main components in chondrites are 
chondrules, matrix, Fe-Ni and sulphide minerals. Metal 
origin in chondrites are studied by several authors as 
Righter et al. [1] and Campbell et al. [2]. They empha-
tized on the “interplay between metal and silicate dur-
ing chondrule formation and processes as volatiliza-
tion/condensation of FeNi” [2]. The main objective of 
this work is to compare the grains of metal generated 
by olivine melted [3] against grains of FeNi of chon-
drules. 
Methodology: We melting olivine precursors using 
a 50 W infrared laser at 0.77 atm according to [3] 
work. Thermal history are measured with a pyrometer. 
Natural chondrite and experimental chondrule are ana-
lized by SEM and EPMA techniques at Laboratorio 
Universitario de Petrología and Laboratorio de Mi-
croscopia Electrónica del Instituto de Geología, 
UNAM. 
Results: Experimental chondrules were melted in 
temperature range from 800 to 1800 °C and crystalliza-
tion take only a few cents of seconds, acconding to [3]. 
Tiny Fe-Ni grains are condensed at surface, into cris-
tals and between olivine bars (Figure 1). This metal 
distribution is like metals in natural chondrules, as 
showing in the Figure 2.  
Discussion and conclusion: Cooling rates at chon-
drule literature were estimated from 100 to 1000 °C/h 
[2], but quick time are necessary to prevent the volati-
zation of Fe-Ni. Cristals edges are natural frontiers 
were Fe-Ni condensate during crystallization of chon-
drules. In future work we will characterize emission 
spectra of Fe during experimental chondrule melting. 
References: [1] Righter K. et al. (2005). Geochim. 
Cosmochim. A. 69:3145-3158 [2] Campbell A.J. et al. 
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conference series, 341:. 407-430. [3] Hernández 
Reséndiz P. et al. (2017) Chondrules and Protoplane-
tary Disk 2017, Abstract #2020. [4] Author I. J. (2002) 
LPS XXXIII, Abstract #1402. 
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Figure 1. Chondrule-like experiment. Fe-Ni tiny 
particles sorround olivine cristals [according 3].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. BO chondrule from Nuevo Mercurio H5 
meteorite. Fe-Ni tiny particles are between and into 
olivine bars. 
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Introduction:  A critical constraint on solar system 
formation is the high abundance of 26Al (t1/2=0.7 Myr). 
The abundance of 26Al as inferred in meteorites is ~17 
times larger than the average ISM abundance at solar 
system birth from gamma-ray astronomy [1,2,3,6], 
which is too high [4,5,6] to be accounted for by long-
term Galactic chemical evolution [7, 4, 8] or early so-
lar system particle irradiation [9, 10].  
This led to suggestions starting 40 years ago [11] 
that a nearby supernova (SN) explosion triggered the 
collapse of a molecular cloud and the formation of the 
solar system. 26Al was created via stellar and SN nu-
cleosynthesis, and injected into the protostellar cloud 
by the shock wave. This suggestion has been followed 
up by several authors [7,12, 13]. If correct, one would 
expect this to be accompanied by a high abundance of 
60Fe (t1/2=2.6 Myr) which is produced in SN explo-
sions. Recent work instead found that the 60Fe/56Fe 
ratio at solar system formation is about an order of 
magnitude lower that the average ISM value, incon-
sistent with direct injection from a nearby SN [6, 14].  
Any potential model of solar system formation thus 
needs to explain both high 26Al/27Al and low 60Fe/56Fe 
ratios. The distribution of 26Al in the Galaxy closely 
traces the distribution of very massive stars, making 
Wolf-Rayet (W-R) stars and core-collapse SNe the 
primary candidates for 26Al production [20]. The for-
mer are stars with initial mass ≥ 25,	   which have lost 
their H and possibly He envelopes. In a study of the 
Carina region using INTEGRAL data, [21] found that 
the 26Al signal could not be accounted for by superno-
vae alone, and the fraction of 26Al ejected in W-R stars 
is high, indicating strong wind ejection of 26Al. 26Al 
has also been seen towards other star forming regions 
such as Cygnus [22], Orion [23], and Scorpius-
Centaurus [24]. Many authors have suggested that stel-
lar winds from massive stars, could be the source of 
26Al in the early solar system. [5, 14, 15, 16, 19, 45]. 
Using a combination of semi-analytic calculations, 
astronomical observations, and numerical modeling, in 
this presentation we advance the idea that our solar 
system was born inside a Wolf-Rayet wind bubble. We 
show that this can simultaneously explain both the 
high 26Al and low 60Fe abundance. 
Wolf-Rayet Bubbles:  W-R stars are post-main-
sequence, hot massive stars which have strong winds 
with terminal velocities of 1000-2000 km s-1 [31].  The 
combined action of the supersonic winds and ionizing 
radiation results in the formation of photo-ionized 
wind-blown bubbles around the stars, consisting of a 
low-density interior surrounded by a high-density shell 
(Fig. 1). Most of the volume is occupied by a low-
density high-temperature plasma. 
Figure 1: Density at 4 epochs in the evolution of a 
wind-blown bubble around a 40 M
¤
 star, at (clockwise 
from top left) 1.27, 2.49, 4.38 and 4.58 Myr. Note that 
the shell is unstable to several instabilities, related to 
both the hydrodynamics and the ionization front, 
which cause fragmentation and the formation of dense 
filaments and clumps [39, current work]. 
26Al Yields from massive stars: In Figure 2 we 
show the 26Al yields from stars with initial mass > 20 
M
¤
 [25,26,27,28,29,30]. Newer yields (1-4) take into 
account stellar rotation and improved mass-loss rates  
[25,26, 27]. The horizontal lines show the efficiency of 
mixing η, defined as the fraction of 26Al required to 
mix with the dense shell of swept-up material to pro-
vide sufficient 26Al to account for the early solar sys-
tem budget of 3.3 parts per billion [19]. Stars above 50 
M
¤ 
generally provide sufficient 26Al. The wind 60Fe 
yield is negligible. 
Wind Bubble
Ionized 
Region
Dense Shell
t = 1.27 Myr t = 2.49 Myr
t = 4.38 Myrt = 4.58 Myr
Molecular
Cloud
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    Figure 2 
Wind Bubbles as Stellar Nurseries: Star for-
mation at the boundaries of wind-bubbles around O 
and B stars has been revealed in astronomical observa-
tions [32,33,34,35].  Molecular cores undergoing grav-
itational collapse due to external pressure from the 
surrounding gas have been found around W-R star HD 
211853 [36]. This stochastic star-formation is de-
scribed in the context of two models, the `collect and 
collapse model’ [37] and the `radiation-driven implo-
sion’ model [38]. 
 
Injection of 26Al from the Wind to the Solar Sys-
tem: Injection of the 26Al from the wind into the early 
solar nebula is an important ingredient. This topic has 
been studied mainly in the context of injection by a 
SN. [12,13] have shown that the injection efficiency 
due to hydrodynamic mixing between the SN shock 
wave and the collapsing cores is small, of order a few 
percent. This occurs late in the SN evolution, when it 
has reached the radiative stage and slowed down < 100 
km s-1 (although see [40]). The W-R wind velocity 
substantially exceeds this value, while the density is 
much lower than in the SN ejecta. The efficiency of 
mixing will therefore be reduced. Winds sweeping past 
high-density cores will lead to shearing and the growth 
of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities at the interface, strip-
ping material away. Hydrodynamic mixing does not 
appear a viable mechanism. 
We suggest that 26Al condenses onto, and is inject-
ed mainly via dust grains (see also [17,41]).  Dust is 
seen around WC stars [42,43], although the formation 
mechanism at high temperatures is not well under-
stood. Analysis of IR emission shows that dust forms 
close in to the star, with the grains estimated to be ~ 
1µm in size [44]. The stopping distance of  1µm size 
grains in bubbles is several parsecs, exceeding the size 
of the bubble in the high density molecular cloud. The 
grains can survive passage through the reverse shock 
and the low density shocked wind, and reach the outer 
dense shell.  The grains would then be injected into the 
high density cores, penetrating depths of 1 to several 
hundred AU depending on the density. 
Finally, the massive star will explode as a SN of 
Type Ib/c. We have explored why the material ejected 
in the explosion, which contains both 26Al and 60Fe, 
may not be able to contaminate the early solar system. 
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We	know	that	most	stars	were	once	surrounded	by	protoplanetary	disks.	How	these	young	
disks	evolve	into	planetary	systems	is	a	fundamental	question	in	astronomy	and	observations	of	
young	pre-main	sequence	stars	may	provide	insights.	In	this	talk,	I	will	review	the	key	
constraints	on	theoretical	models	provided	by	observations	of	the	dust	and	gas	in	
protoplanetary	disks.		I	will	discuss	disk	demographics	and	evolution	as	well	as	disk	structure,	
particularly	those	disks	that	contain	holes	or	gaps	which	many	researchers	have	posited	are	the	
footprints	of	planets.		Recent	MIR	and	sub-mm	imaging	work	will	be	discussed	as	well	as	
remaining	questions	in	the	field	of	protoplanetary	disks.	
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Planet formation is thought to occur in discs around 
young stars by the aggregation of small dust grains into 
much larger objects. The growth from grains to peb-
bles and from planetesimals to planets is now fairly 
well understood. The intermediate stage has however 
been found to be hindered by the radial-drift and frag-
mentation barriers. 
We identify a powerful mechanism in which dust 
overcomes both barriers. Its key ingredients are (i) 
backreaction from the dust on to the gas, (ii) grain 
growth and fragmentation and (iii) large-scale gradi-
ents. The pile-up of growing and fragmenting grains 
modifies the gas structure on large scales and triggers 
the formation of pressure maxima, in which particles 
are trapped. 
We show that these self-induced dust traps are ro-
bust: they develop for a wide range of disc structures, 
fragmentation thresholds and initial dust-to-gas ratios. 
They are favored locations for the formation of pebble-
sized solids and their subsequent growth into planetes-
imals, thus opening new paths towards the formation 
of planets. 
The location of self-induced dust traps depends on 
solid density. We discuss the implication on chondrule 
formation. 
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Introduction: Ordinary chondrites contain the pro-
found information of how the solar system formed [1]. 
Such fossil records are concentrated especially in 
chondrules that are the most abundant ingredient (up to 
80 % by volume) in the chondrites. Chondrules are 
mm-sized spherical particles, and were formed from 
molten droplets of silicate [2]. It is widely accepted 
that chondrule formation is the outcome of transient 
heating events that took place in the solar nebula. 
Since such events can be used as a tracer of the disk 
properties of the solar nebula, understanding of chon-
drule formation can shed light on the evolution history 
of the solar nebula. Investigating origins of ordinary 
chondrites can also provide invaluable clues as to the 
formation mechanism of the solar system. This is 
simply because planetesimals that are the parent bodies 
of chondrites [3], serve as the building blocks of plan-
ets. Thus, exploration of chondrule formation and the 
origin of ordinary chondrites enables a careful exami-
nation of how the solar system formed from the solar 
nebula. 
A number of the interesting studies have recently 
been developed in order to understand mechanisms of 
forming chondrules and to examine the origin of ordi-
nary chondrites. For instance, numerical simulations 
based on a shock physics code have revealed that plan-
etesimal collisions and the resulting impact jetting can 
reproduce the thermal history of chondrules [4]. As 
another example, the accretion process of chondrules 
onto massive bodies such as protoplanets and planetes-
imals is investigated by realistically modeling the dy-
namics of chondrules in the nebular gas [5]. Here, we 
present the recent results of our work, wherein a series 
of independent, but well-connected projects are under-
taken, by focusing on the impact jetting scenario to 
form chondrules and on the subsequent accretion of 
chondrules onto the surrounding planetesimals. We 
find that while impact jetting is a promising mecha-
nism to generate a large amount of chondrules, chon-
drule accretion onto the existing planetesimals may not 
be efficient to fully account for the high abundance of 
chondrules in ordinary chondrites. 
Chondrule formation and accretion:  We discuss 
the results of our recent studies. 
Impact jetting as a chondrule-forming event.  As 
already demonstrated by the previous, pioneering work 
[4], planetesimal collisions can serve as a chondrule-
forming process when the impact velocity (vimp) ex-
ceeds 2.5 km s-1. Under such collisions, ejected materi-
als that emerge from the collisional surface experience 
melting due to a high temperature (> 1300 K), and can 
escape from the system due to a high ejection velocity.  
The previous study also shows that the total amount 
(Fch) of chondrule formed by single collisions is about 
1 % of the colliding planetesimals’ mass. Since vimp of 
2.5 km s-1 can readily be achieved for collisions be-
tween planetesimals and protoplanets because of a high 
escape velocity of the system, protoplanet-planetesimal 
collisions were examined before. In this work, we ex-
plore a larger parameter space, especially focusing on 
planetesimal-planetesimal collisions [6]. More specifi-
cally, we make use of the iSALE-2D shock physics 
code to investigate how different types of collisions 
can affect the resulting chondrule formation.  
 
      Figure 1. The resulting value of Fch for diffident 
kinds of collisions [6].  
 
Figure 1 shows our results. In this plot, the results 
of a number of simulations are summarized, where the 
impactor planetesimals that are 10 km in diameter col-
lide with the target planetesimals that are 10-40 km in 
diameter with a wide range of vimp (= 1.5-4.0 km s-1). 
For comparison purpose, collisions between planetes-
imals and protoplanets are also simulated (see the open 
squares). We find that Fch increases with increasing 
vimp, and vimp should be larger than 2.0 km s-1 to gener-
ate a non-negligible amount of chondrules. It is none-
theless reasonable to conclude that the criteria (Fch ~ 1 
% when vimp ~ 2.5 km s-1) proposed by the previous 
work are applicable for a various kinds of collisions. 
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Formation history of chondrules. While single 
planetesimal collisions generate a small amount of 
chondrules via impact jetting, it is important to realize 
that a large number of collisions occurred in the solar 
nebula to form planets. To trace down such a collision-
al history of planetesimals, we develop a semi-
analytical model of planetary accretion and compute 
how many of chondrules are formed through the for-
mation of a protoplanet [7]. 
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the protoplan-
et mass (Mp), the corresponding impact velocity (vimp), 
and the resulting amount of chondrules formed by im-
pact jetting from the top to the bottom panel, respec-
tively. We find that chondrule formation begins at t ~ 
106 yr after the onset of planetary growth. At that time, 
the protoplanet is already in the oligarchic growth 
stage [8]. Then, chondrule-forming impacts continue 
for about 3 Myr when disks are 3 times more massive 
than the minimum mass solar nebula. It is interesting 
that these timescales are consistent with the meteoritic 
data [9]. Furthermore, the total amount of chondrules 
generated by planetesimal collisions is characterized 
well by FchMp,iso where Mp,iso is the isolation mass of 
protoplanets. Thus, when the growth timescale of pro-
toplanets is shorter than the disk lifetime, the final 
amount of chondrules formed by impact jetting can be 
readily estimated. 
Chondrule accretion onto planetesimals. We final-
ly examine how many of chondrules can be accreted 
onto the existing planetesimals [10,11]. This is moti-
vated because the present asteroids may be fragments 
of planetesimals that might originally be more massive 
[3]. In other words, there may be the following possi-
bility: even if a first generation of planetesimals might 
not contain chondritic materials, the subsequent accre-
tion of chondrules onto such planetesimals may gener-
ate the parent bodies of ordinary chondrites as long as 
fragments originate only from their chondrule-rich 
surfaces. Based on this idea, we develop an analytical 
model of chondrule accretion onto planetesimals [11].  
Figure 3 shows our results. We find that chondrule-
rich surface layers are too thin for a wide range of the 
planetesimal mass. This is simply because the accre-
tion efficiency of chondrules onto planetesimals is not 
high. Thus, it is unlikely that chondrule accretion onto 
planetesimals can account for the majority of ordinary 
chondrites.  
References: [1] Davis A. M., Alexander C. M. O. 
and Ciesla F. J. (2014) in Protostars and Planet VI, 
809. [2] Hewins R. H. et al. (2005) in ASP Conf. Ser. 
341, 286. [3] DeMeo et al. (2015) in Asteroid IV, 895. 
[4] Johnson B. C. et al. (2015) Nature, 517, 339. [5] 
Johansen A. et al. (2015) Science Advance, 1, 
1500109. [6] Wakita S. et al (2017) ApJ, 834, 125. [7] 
Hasegawa Y. et al. (2016) ApJ, 816. 8. [8] Kokubo E. 
and Ida S. Icarus, 131, 171. [9] Connelly J. N. et al. 
(2012) Science, 338, 651. [10] Hasegawa Y. et al. 
(2016) ApJL, 820, L12. [11] Matsumoto Y. et al. 
(2017) ApJ, accepted (ArXiv: 1702.07989).  
 
Figure 2. The time evolution of the protoplanet 
mass, the impact velocity of planetesimals, and the 
resulting amount of chondrules formed by impact jet-
ting during planetary accretion on the top to the bottom 
panel, respectively [7]. 
 
Figure 3. The thickness of chondrule-rich surface 
layers as a function of the planetesimal mass (mpl).  
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Introduction: Calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions 
(CAIs) are highly refractory, and believed to have con-
densed from a hot metal-rich gas close to the protosun, 
but no coherent formation theory exists. Absolute1 and 
relative2 isotopic dating indicates CAIs represent the 
oldest solids in our Solar System produced in a brief 
time interval of up to ten thousand years. We present a 
novel detailed microphysical description of CAI con-
densation embedded in a state-of-the-art numerical 
model of star formation. Our model can explain the me-
teoritic evidence, with CAIs forming in a few thousand 
years just after the birth of the Sun under very special 
conditions, which were not repeated at later times. It is 
a strong constraint for future global simulations of the 
formation of our and other Solar Systems, and can be 
used to make definite meteoritic predictions.  
CAI Forming Environment: A protostar is formed 
through the gravitational collapse of a molecular cloud 
core, and accretes mass from the surrounding environ-
ment3. In a simple picture of low-mass star formation 
from a single isolated core, the mass accretion and den-
sity in the immediate environment is highest in the ear-
liest phases, while both smoothly decreases with time. 
State-of-the-art numerical models4,5 indicate that simul-
taneously with the birth of the star a protoplanetary disk 
with a size of up to a few AU is formed, which grows 
with time. This is supported by recent observations of 
well developed ~100 AU sized disks around highly em-
bedded low-mass protostars6,7.  
Measurements show that CAIs condensed from a 
gas with temperatures >1,500 K and pressures of 10-4 – 
10-3 bar8. They are either molten or irregular conden-
sates. In general, they contain an aluminum dominated 
core surrounded by a calcium layer and a magnesium 
dominated outer layer, reflecting the thermal history of 
the condensate. Some CAIs have signs of multiple par-
tial evaporation and condensation events. The varied 
thermal histories, types, and textures indicate a complex 
formation process in the hot inner region of the protoso-
lar disk. Additionally CAIs present a wide distribution 
in petrographic types and sizes spanning several orders 
of magnitude from tens of micrometers to cm9. CAIs are 
aggregates of smaller nodules of varying composition 
and must have been formed through a two stage process: 
first the nodules condensed from the gas, and then they 
aggregated to form the CAIs. Lower temperature refrac-
tory solids, AOAs, are then the result of only lower tem-
perature refractory material aggregating. 
Model: To investigate the CAI forming process we 
focus on the inner aluminium dominated core using the 
first compund to condensate from the gas-phase, corun-
dum (Al2O3), as a proxy. We have developed an ab ini-
tio microphysical model that addresses key stages in-
cluding a full non-equilibrium chemical network for the 
formation of gas-phase Al2O3 and a detailed nucleation 
model for the condensation, growth and coagulation 
from monomers to macrophysical refractory solids. The 
microphysics is run on top of passive tracer particles 
embedded in a state-of-the-art 3D adaptive mesh refine-
ment simulation of a collapsing molecular cloud core 
that includes radiative transfer, non-ideal MHD, dust 
sublimation and a realistic equation of state10. 
Results: Running our microphysics on top of the 
simulation we find that at very early times there exists a 
region from 0.02 to 0.08 AU from the protosun where 
the temperature and pressure were right to facilitate the 
formation and growth of CAIs. In the first thousands of 
years the protosun was still heavily accreting with rates 
of 10-5 – 10-4 M
¤
 yr-1, and the stellar mass was only 
~0.01 M
¤
. This is crucial to have the right orbital time-
scale to form nodules directly from the gas phase, and 
we successfully are able to reproduce laboratory meas-
urements of the size distribution of corundum nodules 
in CAIs from first principles. We assume solids that 
reach one scale height in the disk are carried away by 
the outflow, giving us the final distribution of CAI com-
ponents in our model. The combination of time-scales, 
densities, and temperatures are only present at the very 
beginning of the solar system, suggesting that this was 
the only time where the process was able to operate. The 
turbulent conditions in the inner disk naturally gives a 
varied thermal history. The necessity of an outflow to 
avoid destroying the CAIs, explains how they were dis-
tributed early on throughout the envelope, resulting in 
an overabundance today in outer solar system material. 
Figure: Sketch of the CAI forming process. Infalling dust 
sublimates at 0.08 AU from the protosun. Until 0.02 AU the 
conditions are right for condensing CAIs. If the CAI reaches 
the upper layers we assume it is carried away by an outflow.  
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Introduction: Chondrites preserve the oldest com-
ponents of the Solar System. Chondrules are the main 
component of chondrites and they are among the most 
primitive materials in the Solar System: 4567-4565 
Myr [1], their formation is contemporary to the planets 
accretion. They were formed at temperatures in the 
range of 1300 - 1800 °C in the course of several 
minutes [2,3]. The important unknowns in the for-
mation of chondrules are: the precursors’ starting com-
position, the physical conditions of their formation - 
like pressure, temperature and time -, and the mecha-
nisms that produce them in the solar nebula. Two of 
the main aspects of chondrules are: 1. the retention of 
volatile materials wich had not survived heating and/or 
cooling for long periods of time; 2. the existence of 
grains and edges indicating different heating pulses, 
instead of monotonic cooling after a single heating. 
Barred chondrules. Barred chondrules represent the 
10% of all chondrules in ordinary chondrites [4]. They 
determine an upper limit in temperature for chondrule 
formation conditions because  their characteristic tex-
ture is only formed at higest temperatures (with respect 
to other textures).  
It is not known what is the precise mechanism of 
heating of chondrule precursors. The most accepted 
model is originated by shockwave fronts propagating 
through the interior of the solar nebula [5]. The ther-
mal histories provide the most important information 
in the chondrule formation, therefore the constrains on 
thermal histories are keys to find the processes that 
originated chondrules [6]. The formation models of 
chondrules propose thermal histories of chondrules 
which do not agree sufficiently well with those found 
experimentally. 
Objectives:  There are two main objectives: 
• To determine what kind of heating conditions 
reproduce the features observed in chondrules 
located in chondrites. 
• To associate the experimental thermal histories 
with those proposed by chondrule formation 
models, in order to constrain the conditions of 
the disk that gave rise to the Solar System. 
Methodology:  We simulate the formation of 
barred olivine chondrules by melting olivine crystals 
using a IR 50 W CO2 laser emitting at a wavelength of 
10.6 µm. We measure the temperature with a pyrome-
ter during and after the melting, therefore each melt 
has one thermal history recorded. We perform petro-
logical, chemical, crystallographic and textural analy-
sis of the melts. These analysis will be compared with 
the natural chondrules. The thermal histories of those 
experimental melts that reproduce the characteristics of 
natural chondrules will be used to constrain the scenar-
ios of chondrule formation. 
Preliminary results: During the experimental 
chondrule formation, the maximum temperature range 
was 800 to 1800 ºC. The crystallization time was of the 
order of 10-2 seconds. The crystal bars width range is 
9-16 µm; compared with natural chondrules, the bars 
width is similar to those in barred chondrules of some 
ordinary chondrites [7]. The diameter of experimental 
melts is similar to the natural chondrules [8], the range 
obtained was 500-1000 µm. 
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Figure 1. Sample EX16_5-2, one of the melts obtained seen 
with three different techniques: stereoscopic microscope, 
electronic microscope and electron probe micro analysis. 
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Introduction:  CV chondrites contain coarse Ca,Al-
rich refractory inclusion (CAIs) and up to mm-sized 
FeO-poor (type I) and FeO-rich (type II) chondrules 
[e.g., 1, 2]; however, type I chondrules are by far the 
most abundant [>95% in CV, 3]. Indicative for type I 
chondrules are high Mg#’s of >90 with the Mg# of a 
chondrule defined as the average MgO/(MgO+FeO) 
[mol%] of the ferromagnesian minerals. To facilitate 
crystallization of olivine with significant FeO contents, 
redox conditions during chondrule-formation had to be 
more oxidizing than those estimated for the protoplane-
tary disk with Solar elemental abundances [e.g., 4, 5]. 
The more oxidizing conditions recorded in the Mg#’s 
could be due to higher amounts of CI dust in the chon-
drule-forming region relative to Solar abundances (i.e., 
dust enrichment) [4, 6]. In addition, water ice, e.g., in 
the form of icy mantles surrounding precursor silicate 
grains, may have acted as an oxidizing agent (ice en-
hancement) [7, 8].  
Recent high-precision oxygen isotope studies of 
chondrules in carbonaceous chondrites demonstrated 
that most chondrules possess olivine and pyroxene with 
homogeneous Δ17O values (= δ17O – 0.52 × δ18O; δ17,18O 
= (Rsample/RSMOW – 1) × 1000, where R = 17,18O/16O and 
SMOW=Standard Mean Ocean Water), indicating that 
both minerals formed from an isotopically homogene-
ous melt [8–12]; hence, derived Mg#’s and oxygen iso-
tope ratios probably reflect conditions during chondrule 
formation [8, 10]. Further, although being internally ho-
mogeneous, type I chondrules within a single chondrite 
usually show a range of different Δ17O values. For type 
I chondrules in CR chondrites, [8] showed that the Δ17O 
values continuously increase with decreasing Mg#’s 
(Fig. 1a). Applying results of equilibrium condensation 
calculations of [4], [8] developed a model involving an 
isotopic mass balance to predict dust enrichment and ice 
enhancement factors based on chondrule Δ17O values 
and Mg#’s. At elevated dust enrichments (>100×), the 
essential oxygen isotope reservoirs in that mass balance 
are the 16O-rich chondrule precursor dust (–5.9‰) and 
the 16O-poor water ice (+5.1‰). 
We analyzed the oxygen isotope ratios and Mg#’s of 
chondrules in two CV chondrites, Kaba (CVoxB) and 
NWA 8613 (CVred), to estimate possible dust enrich-
ment and ice enhancement factors, utilizing the model 
of [8]. The possibility will be evaluated whether the var-
ying oxygen isotope ratios of chondrules in an individ-
ual chondrite could be caused by varying amounts of 
water ice associated with silicate precursors grains. 
Methods:  High-precision oxygen three-isotope 
analyses were conducted using a secondary ion mass 
spectrometer (WiscSIMS) following procedures de-
scribed in [11, 13]. The spot size of 10-15μm allowed 
for multiple measurements within single chondrules and 
the calculation of representative chondrule Δ17O values. 
Mg#’s of olivine and pyroxene were analyzed by elec-
tron microprobe. 
Results:  In Kaba 24 type I chondrules, 1 type II 
chondrule and 1 type II olivine fragment were analyzed; 
in NWA 8613 30 type I chondrules and 1 type II olivine 
fragment. In the examined NWA 8613 thin section, no 
type II chondrules are present (excluding the olivine 
fragment). In the following we will solely focus on type 
I chondrules. 
In Kaba olivine and pyroxene have equally high 
Mg#’s of >98, indicating a low degree of thermal meta-
morphism experienced by this chondrite. NWA 8613 
contains pyroxenes with usually high Mg#’s (>98) but 
Mg-Fe diffusion altered olivine Mg#’s to slightly lower 
values in between 88-99. Most of the chondrules in 
Kaba and NWA 8613 show internally homogeneous 
Δ17O values, but minor occurrences of relict olivine 
grains that show Δ17O values different from the chon-
drule means are identified. Excluding those isotopic rel-
icts, most mean Δ17O values of type I chondrules for 
both chondrites are in the range of –7‰ to –4‰; Kaba 
contains 2 chondrules with 16O-rich compositions of 
about –8‰ and no type I chondrules with Δ17O values 
higher than –3‰. 
According to the model of [8] (Δ17O value of silicate 
dust adjusted to –7‰), chondrule Mg#’s and Δ17O val-
ues of both CV chondrites suggest 50-200× CI dust en-
richment relative to Solar abundances and relatively dry 
condition (anhydrous to 0.4× water ice relative to CI 
dust) (Fig. 1b). 
Chondrule formation in a moderately high dust-
enriched disk:  Like in most carbonaceous chondrites, 
the bulk of chondrules in Kaba and NWA 8613 are FeO-
poor. While Mg#’s of the rare type II chondrules sug-
gest high dust enrichments of >1000×, FeO-contents of 
type I chondrules indicate one order of magnitude lower 
dust enrichments compatible with chondrule formation 
models that involve shock-wave heating of the disk 
[14]. 
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 Fig. 1. Mg# - Δ17O relationship of type I chondrules 
with Mg# > 96 in (a) two CR chondrites [8] and (b) 
Kaba and NWA 8613. Curves of constant dust enrich-
ment and ice enhancement calculated by the model of 
[8]. Applied model parameters are those in [8], except 
for the Δ17O value of anhydrous silicate dust in (b) (ad-
justed to –7‰). For NWA 8613, only Mg#’s of pyrox-
enes were used to calculate the mean. 
 
By combining information on Mg#’s and Δ17O val-
ues of chondrules, it is possible to examine the influence 
of the H2O ice-to-dust ratio on the inferred dust enrich-
ment factors. For instance, at anhydrous conditions, re-
dox conditions needed to form chondrules with Mg#’s 
of ~99, such as those in Kaba and NWA 8613, are 
reached at ~100-200× dust enrichment. When adding 
water ice (1× the nominal water ice of CI dust), the re-
quired dust enrichment factor to form those chondrules 
decreases to ~50× (Fig. 1b). Thereby, the added water 
ice would raise the Δ17O value of the chondrule signifi-
cantly (from ~ –7‰ to ~ –1‰; Δ17O water ice: +5.1‰, 
silicate dust: –7‰), incompatible with determined Δ17O 
values of chondrules in the two CV chondrites of this 
study. However, this assessment is sensitive to the as-
sumed Δ17O value of the silicate dust and, especially, to 
that of the water ice. A lower Δ17O value of the water 
ice (e.g., 0‰) would lead to an underestimation of the 
ice enhancement. In any case, higher water-to-dust ra-
tios would only lower the degree of dust enrichment re-
quired to form the bulk of chondrules in carbonaceous 
chondrites.  
Variable water ice abundance during chondrule 
formation:  [8] recognized that in the Mg#-Δ17O dia-
gram, type I chondrules from two CR chondrites plot 
along curves of constant dust enrichment. This leads the 
authors to suggest that variable amounts of water ice are 
responsible for this trend. Although less prominent, 
chondrules in Kaba and NWA 8613 also tend to show 
decreasing Mg#’s with increasing Δ17O values (Fig. 1b). 
Within the scope of the model of [8], similar trends can 
be produced by applying different Δ17O values of the 
silicate precursor dust and/or that of the water ice or by 
changing the water ice enhancement. It is important to 
highlight that chondrules from a single chondrite can 
show these systematic trends, suggesting that the con-
trolling parameters, such as the ice enhancements, had 
to be variable on the level of individual chondrules. If 
variable ice enhancement factors are responsible for the 
systematic trends, then it is conceivable that those en-
hancements reflect the different ratios of the precursor 
silicate grains to the icy mantles that surround them. 
Relative anhydrous conditions recorded by type I chon-
drules in Kaba and NWA 8613 might have prevailed 
close the inner edge of the snow line.  
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COMPLEMENTARITY AND THE FORMATION OF CHONDRITE PARENT BODIES: A WINDOW ON 
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Introduction: Abundances in bulk chondrites are 
roughly solar, despite large differences between chon-
drules and matrix, and varying chondrule fractions 
[1,2,3]. This complementarity implies that the chon-
drules and matrix within a given chondrite derive from 
a common reservoir of material, ruling out multiple 
reservoir explanations. Further, chondrule sizes in 
chondrites are quite heterogenous [4], ruling out care-
fully tuned models for parent body formation. Thus, 
complementarity also constrains how chondrite parent 
bodies were assembled, and from what pieces: if the 
parent body assemblage process filtered out or prefer-
entially included either chondrules or matrix, the corre-
lation between the two would be destroyed.  
Complementarity:  The bulk elemental and iso-
topic abundances of chondritic meteorities are flat 
across chondrite classes [1,2,3], even though the sub-
components both have and are present in quite differ-
ent abundances. Thus chondrules and matrix within a 
given chondrite were co-genetic, drawn from a single 
reservoir of near-solar composition in a fashion that 
preserved that composition. This also restricts the de-
lay between chondrule formation and chondrite assem-
bly to being shorter than the viscous timescale in the 
disk [5]. 
Parent body assemblage (Streaming Instability): 
The Streaming Instability (SI, [6]) allows direct for-
mation of chondrite parent bodies through the gravita-
tional collapse of dense dust clouds in the Solar Nebu-
la. Once gravitational collapse begins, it is too late to 
mix in either matrix or chondrule material, so both 
must already be in the cloud. Given instances of the SI 
select for dust grains with specific aerodynamical 
stopping times, so given the spread in chondrule size 
ranges and chondrule-to-matrix ratios between chon-
drites, complementarity requires both that the dust 
clouds were made up of chondrule-matrix agglomera-
tions, and that the clouds were representative of the 
overall solid mass reservoir. 
Naked chondrules are too small to trigger the SI, so 
the need for chondrule-matrix agglomerations is not 
unexpected [7]. More surprising would be for the SI 
generated dust cloud to be representative of the overall 
solid mass reservoir. The chondrules and especially the 
chondrule-matrix agglomerations would be expected to 
have been significantly settled compared to free-
floating matrix material. A settled population of large 
dust grains can trap smaller grains [8], but this requires 
adhesion, and chondrule precursors presumably sam-
pled the largest free-floating grains. Thus, chondrule-
matrix agglomerations would signal a different adhe-
sion regime than mere agglomerations of sub-micron 
presolar grains. 
Parent body assemblage (direct sweep-up): A 
small planetesimal can sweep up free-floating dust 
grains with its geometrical cross section as long as the 
dust grains are large enough not to be affected by the 
gas flow around the body. Matrix grains were presum-
ably similar to chondrule precursor grains, and thus 
comparable in mass to chondrules, while having vol-
ume filling factors of perhaps 12% [9]. The matrix 
grains associated with CO chondrites’ small chon-
drules would then interact with the gas flow around 
planetesimals exceeding a mere 10 km in radius. 
 In this scenario, complementarity allows chon-
drule-matrix agglomerations as in the SI case, but it 
also allows independent matrix and chondrule grains 
so long as neither population is significantly settled 
compared with the other (which would upset the local 
complementarity). 
Parent body assemblage (pebble accretion): 
Once the planetesimal grows sufficiently, the gas flow 
around the body can both trap and deflect dust grains 
of appropriate sizes [10]. The heterogeneity of chon-
drule sizes and chondrule-to-matrix ratios, combined 
with pebble accretion’s aerodynamical sorting requires 
the production of condrule-matrix agglomerations to 
maintain complementarity, as in the case of the SI. 
Conclusions: The need to maintain complementa-
rity through chondrite parent body assembly  implies 
that chondrules were not strongly settled compared 
with non-thermally processed material (aka pro-
matrix). It further strongly suggests the formation of 
intermediate chondrule-matrix agglomerations larger 
than chondrule precursors, suggesting that dust coagu-
lation in the presence of chondrules is different than in 
their absence. That suggests that chondrule or chon-
drule-like objects provide a path to the formation of 
terrestrial planets. 
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Planetesimal Growth through the Accretion of Pebbles.  A. G. Hughes1 and A. C. Boley1, 1University of British
Columbia (ahughes@phas.ubc,ca, acboley@phas.ubc.ca).
     The growth of planetesimals from small grains in
protolanetary  disks  is  fundamental  to  the  process  of
planet  building.  However,  this  critical  component  of
planet  formation  remains  poorly  understood.   Planet
formation  models  must  explain  the  growth  of  small
grains to planet sizes, but in all models of early growth
there  are  several  processes  such  as  radial  drift  and
particle bouncing  that can inhibit mm-cm grains from
reaching larger sizes.  Observational data suggests that
early growth must be rapid. If a small number of 100-
km-sized planetesimals do manage to form in a disk,
then these rare  objects  could rapidly accrete  pebbles
due to gravitational and hydrodynamical enhancement
of  the  planetesimal's  cross-section  (Johansen  et  al.
2015).  As grains flow past a large planetesimal, solids
that have local gas-drag stopping distances comparable
to the Bondi radius of the planetesimal are subject to
inspiral and accrete onto the planetesimal from beyond
even the gravitationally focused radius (see Figure 1).
This  enhanced  accretion  cross-section,  paired  with
dense gas and high populations of small solids, enables
a  planet  to  grow  at  much  faster  rates  for  certain
“intermediate” pebble sizes.  For a range of likely disk
conditions, the optimal particle size for this process of
pebble accretion overlaps with chondrule sizes.
Relics from the planet formation epoch in our own
solar system can provide evidence of the timescale of
formation and growth of planets in general. Meteorite
parent bodies that did not undergo any differentiation –
chondrites - are minimally altered, contain information
about the nature of solids and composition of the disk.
Chondrites  preserve  pristine  data  on  the  primordial
composition  and  formation  process.  Moreover,
chondrites  contain  chondrules  (0.1-1mm  igneous
spherules  (Desch  et  al.  2012))  that  remain  largely
unaltered  since  their  incorporation  into  their  parent
bodies.  Isotopic dating of chondrules can be used to
infer  formation  timescales  and  the  sequence  of
formation events. The chondrite Kaidun contains only
millimeter-sized chondrules, indicating that it may have
formed after chondrules were dominant but before the
gas had dissipated and solids had grown to larger sizes.
Kaidun  suggests  that  young  planetesimals  can  form
entirely of chondrules, consistent with the formation of
planetesimal seeds from grains entirely and subsequent
growth through the accretion of pebble-sized objects.
Low abundances of  igneous rock  in this  and similar
objects  suggest  that  these  bodies  may  have  formed
inwards of 2 au and migrated outwards later. Other data
such  as  that  of  Schersten  et  al.  (2006)  suggest  that
some  large  planetesimals  could  have  formed  earlier
than  most  chondrules,  providing  ample  time  for
planetesimal  growth via  pebble  accretion.  If  100-km
sized objects  are  able  to  form early on in the disk’s
history, growth by pebble accretion can build gas giant
cores  within the  lifetime of  gas  in the  disk.  We run
simulations of  accretion rates  at  various distances  in
the disk,  using a variety of pebble sizes to constrain
when  planetesimal  growth  is  optimized.  Our  results
indicate  that  growth  is  optimized  inwards  of  3  au,
consistent with the results of Scott & Krott (2006).       
   We present self-consistent hydrodynamic simulations
with direct  particle  integration and gas-drag coupling
to  estimate  the  rate  of  planetesimal  growth  due  to
pebble accretion. We explore a range of particle sizes
and disk conditions using a wind tunnel simulation. We
also perform numerical analysis of planetesimal growth
and drift rates for a range of stellocentric separations.
The results of our models indicate that rapid growth of
planetesimals  is  most  efficient  at  very  close  stellar
separations, and that at such distances centimeter-sized
Figure 1:  Tracks of traced particles streaming past the 
planetesimal at 1 au.  Large particles (10 cm) are not 
slowed by gas drag and accrete from the gravitationally 
focused radius only.  Very small particles become strongly 
coupled to the gas and mostly stream past the planetesimal.
Chondrule-sized pebbles are accreted most efficiently - 
from beyond the gravitationally focused radius.
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pebbles  and  larger  are  required  for  maximized
accretion.  At distances of a few au, the optimal particle
size for accretion corresponds to about 0.3 mm.
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Introduction:  The Solar System appears to have 
started with heterogeneous 16O abundances. Large var-
iability in O 3-isotope ratios (17O/16O and 18O/16O rati-
os expressed as as δ17O and δ18O: relative to Standard 
Mean Ocean Water in the unit of 1/1000) are observed 
among the Sun (δ17O, δ18O  ~ –60‰ [1]), Ca,Al-rich 
inclusions (CAIs; –50‰ [2]) and cosmic symplectites 
(COS; +200‰ [3]). Chondrules in primitive chondrites 
show a smaller and intermediate range of δ17,18O, from 
–15‰ to +5‰ [e.g., 4]. According to 26Al-26Mg chro-
nology, most chondrules formed 2-3 Myr after CAIs 
[5-6] in the dust-rich environments [7-8]. It is suggest-
ed that chondrule formation occurred in an open sys-
tem with respect to oxygen by evaporation and re-
condensation processes [9] and oxygen in the ambient 
gas during chondrule formation would have been dom-
inated by that from solid precursors [10-11]. If true, 
then the chondrule melt and ambient gas would have 
had similar O-isotope ratios as precursor dusts. Thus, 
O-isotope ratios of chondrules may reflect temporal 
and/or spatial varieties of such reservoirs in the pro-
toplanetary disk.  
We have conducted O 3-isotope analyses of ~600 
chondrules from multiple chondrite groups (O, R, EH, 
CO, CV, CM, CR, CH, ungrouped C) using a second-
ary ion mass spectrometer (WiscSIMS) at sub-‰ pre-
cision [10-26]. For most chondrules, multiple spot 
analyses (n=4-10; 10-15 µm in diameter) were per-
formed to test internal homogeneity of O-isotopes.  
O-Isotope Homogeneity: Most chondrules have 
internally homogeneous O-isotopes [27]. In the most 
primitive carbonaceous (C) chondrite Acfer 094 (un-
group), multiple mineral phases and glass within a 
chondrule show indistinguishable O-isotope ratios 
(Fig. 1, [11]). The exception is a minor occurrence of 
relict olivine grains with distinct O-isotope ratios, 
which likely remained solid during the final chondrule 
melting event due to their relatively high melting tem-
peratures [11-12]. Excluding relict olivine data, host 
O-isotope ratios of the final chondrule melt are calcu-
lated from the mean of only homogeneous data (Fig. 
1). The variability of host O-isotope ratios among 
chondrules is commonly reported as Δ17O (= δ17O –
0.52×δ18O), which is the δ17O deviation from the ter-
restrial fractionation line (TFL; Fig. 1). 
 
Fig. 1. O-isotope 
ratios of chon-
drules in Acfer 
094 [11]. Homo-
geneous data 
(dashed box) 
represent those 
of final melt. 
Three slope ~1 
reference lines 
(CCAM, Y&R, 
and PCM) are 
shown [1,11,28]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. O-isotope 
ratios of individ-
ual chondrules in 
O, R, CO, CV, 
CR, CH, Acfer 
094, and Y-
82094 ugrouped 
C chondrites [10-
15, 19-21].  
 
 
 
General Trend in the O 3-Isotope Diagram: 
Chondrules show two distinct trends in O 3-isotope 
space (Fig. 2). Chondrule data from carbonaceous (C) 
chondrites plot mainly on the slope ~1.0 primitive 
chondrule mineral (PCM) line [11], which passes 
through data from the terrestrial mantle, CAIs and 
COS. Therefore, the PCM line may represent primary 
mass independent fractionation of O-isotopes in the 
protoplanetary disk. Chondrule data from ordinary (O) 
and Rumurutiite (R) chondrites plot above the TF and 
PCM lines with a slope of ~0.5, suggesting they expe-
rienced mass-dependent isotope fractionation effects 
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[10, 19-20]. Chondrule data from enstatite (E) chon-
drites show similar trends to chondrules from O and R 
chondrite [16]. However, a few chondrules from O, R, 
and E chondrites also plot below the TF line and on 
PCM line, similar to those of C chondrite chondrules. 
Mg#-Δ17O Relationship: FeO contents of chon-
drule olivine and pyroxene, expressed as Mg# 
([MgO]/[FeO+MgO] in mol.%), depend on oxygen 
fugacity during chondrule formation [e.g., 13] and bulk 
Fe. Most chondrules in O and R chondrites show 
slightly positive Δ17O values (~1‰) regardless of Mg# 
[10, 19-20]. The distribution of Δ17O values of chon-
drules in CO and Acfer 094 are bimodal (Fig. 3a); (1) 
Mg# ≥98 and Δ17O~ –5‰ and (2) Δ17O~ –2.5‰ with a 
wide range of Mg# (99-30) [11-12]. In CR chondrites, 
the Δ17O values of chondrules show a monotonic in-
crease with decreasing Mg# (Fig. 3b), from –6‰ to 
0‰. [13] interpreted this trend as mixing between 16O-
rich anhydrous dust (Δ17O= –6‰) and 16O-poor water 
ice (Δ17O= +5‰) with dust-enrichments of ×100-2500.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Mg#- Δ17O relationships among chondrules (a) 
CO (Y-81020), Acfer 094 and O (LL3) [10-12]. (b) CR 
data with O-isotope mixing model [13].  
 
In CV, CM, and Y-82094, the majority of chon-
drules are those with highest Mg# (≥98) and Δ17O~ –
5‰ [14-15, 22-25].  They also contain chondrules with 
lower Mg#’s and Δ17O values of ~ –2.5‰, but are less 
abundant compared to those in CO and Acfer 094. In 
addition, a few chondrules in Y-82094 and CV with 
intermediate Mg# (~85) show Δ17O ~0‰, which are 
similar to chondrules in O chondrites [14, 23, 26]. 
The majority of chondrules in CH are high Mg# 
(90-100) with a Δ17O of –2.2‰ [21], similar to those 
reported for chondrules in CB by [29]. They also con-
tain less abundant chondrules with highest Mg# (≥98) 
and lower Δ17O ~ –6‰, as well as those with lower 
Mg# (90-60) and higher Δ17O ~ +1.5‰ [21].  
Chondrules in EH and metal-rich ungrouped chon-
drites (NWA 5492 and GRO 9551) are mostly 
Mg#>98 and have Δ17O values of 0-1‰ [16-18].  
Implication for O Isotope Reservoirs: The Mg# - 
Δ17O systematics among chondrules in C chondrites 
suggest that they formed near the H2O ice condensa-
tion front (snow line) where precursor solids contained 
anhydrous dust and water ice with distinct Δ17O val-
ues. Anhydrous dusts with Δ17O~ –5‰ would have 
been widely distributed in the protoplanetary disk near 
the snow line. In contrast, nearly constant and slightly 
positive Δ17O values are observed from a wide range 
of Mg# among chondrules in O, E, R chondrites. They 
might have formed at the inner disk regions where O-
isotope ratios were significantly homogenized among 
chondrule precursors, possibly by high temperature 
heating of the disk that predated chondrule formation.  
Each chondrite group shows specific ranges of 
Mg# and Δ17O often with multiple peaks, suggesting 
each parent asteroid contains multiple populations of 
chondrules. If they represent chondrules from different 
regions of the disk, they provide important constraits 
for radial transport of solids in the disk [30].  
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Introduction:  In the outer parts of protoplanetary 
discs, icy particles coagulate efficiently up until they 
reach larger-than-mm sizes [1]. Then, because of gas 
drag, these pebbles start drifting inwards [2]. Previous 
work has argued that embryos can efficiently sweep up 
pebbles from this radial pebble flux [3]. When pebbles 
enter the region of gravitational influence of the core 
(the Hill sphere), the crossing time is comparable to 
the friction time scale, which results in accretion [4,3]. 
Planetesimals, that feel less drag, easily have have 100 
times smaller accretion cross sections. In this way, 
pebbles provide gas-giant cores the mass growth need-
ed to complete formation before gas disc dissipation, 
even in wide orbits [3,5,6].  
 
Inner disc:  This scenario (Fig.1) also has implica-
tions on the growth of bodies in the inner solar system.  
Inside the ice line, ice sublimation, bouncing and 
fragmentation lead to smaller pebbles, likely of chon-
drule-size [7]. The mass in small particles delivered in 
this fashion to the inner disc may exceed tens of Earth 
masses [3]. This radial pebble flow only comes to a 
halt when the core of Jupiter reaches completion and 
perturbs the gas disc in such a way that a pressure 
bump traps incoming particles [8].  
 
From Chondrules To Embryos:  In this talk, we 
will focus on the role of such pebbles in the terrestrial 
planet forming region. Small sedimenting particles 
may concentrate on small scales to form dense regions 
ideal for chondrule formation [9]. In the midplane, 
pebbles can participate in streaming instabilities 
[10,11]. Recent work has shown that even chondrule-
sized particles can trigger this instability [12]. The 
pebble densities obtained in this way allow for plane-
tesimal formation by direct gravitational collapse. The 
largest planetesimals can grow efficiently to embryo 
sizes by sweeping up chondrule-sized particles. 
We will present new work that focusses in detail on 
planetesimal-to-embryo growth. This critical growth 
stage is modelled with the help of a particle-in-a-box 
code that treats collisional growth, fragmentation, dy-
namical stirring and damping [13]. Additionally, we 
include pebble accretion on bodies with possibly ec-
centric and inclined orbits. Like the study by Johansen 
et al, we start with an initial population of planetesi-
mals formed by the streaming instability [14]. 
From comparison with the size distributions of the 
minor bodies in the Solar System (asteroids and Kuiper 
belt objects), we can place constraints on conditions in 
the Solar Nebula. We also find that our model argues 
for a relatively late formation of a pre-depletion aster-
oid belt that is about 100 times more massive than the 
current asteroid belt.  
Finally, we can illustrate why growth proceeds 
slower in the inner disc compared to the outer solar 
system. This provides an explanation for the embryo 
dichotomy [15]: cores in the outer Solar System grew 
large, but embryos in the terrestrial zone did not ex-
ceed Mars in mass. 
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Figure 1 In a protoplanetary disc (a), pebbles grow 
and drift inwards (b). In dense pebble swarms, plane-
tesimals form by self-gravity (c) and the largest accrete 
pebbles efficiently (d) until they reach isolation (e). 
Subsequently, planetary migration and gas accretion 
proceed until disc dissipation (f). 
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HOW WOULD PLANET 9 (IF IT EXISTS) AFFECT THE DISTRIBUTION OF PEBBLES AND 
PLANETESIMALS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM?  S. M. Lawler1, 1NRC-Herzberg, Victoria, BC (lawl-
er.astro@gmail.com). 
 
 
Introduction:  Planet 9 is a hypothetical distant 
super-Earth in the outer Solar System that has been 
invoked to explain observed clustering of orbital an-
gles in distant Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs; [1, 2]).  In 
[3], we performed detailed dynamical simulations of 
the distant Kuiper Belt with and without Planet 9 (Fig-
ure 1), and find that the distant Kuiper Belt should 
have a distinct configuration if a Planet 9 is present.  
However, using a survey simulator for four well-
characterized surveys, [3] shows that these very dis-
tinct predicted Kuiper Belts are currently indistin-
guishable in observations. 
 
 
Figure 1:  The semimajor axis (a), pericenter dis-
tance (q), and inclination (i) distributions of the distant 
Kuiper Belt (KBOs with q>37 AU and 50<a<500 AU) 
after 4 Gyr of integration with the known Solar System 
(orange), and including a circular orbit Planet 9 (blue), 
or an eccentric Planet 9 (gray).  Including a Planet 9 
lifts many KBOs onto high pericenter, high inclination 
orbits (Figure from [3]). 
Planet 9 Formation scenarios:  The N-body inte-
grations in [3] did not include any planetary migration 
or capture, but instead emplaced and integrated the 
distant Kuiper Belt in the presence of Planet 9 on its 
current (hypothesized) orbit.   
There are three possibilities for the formation of a 
large planet on a distant orbit like Planet 9: in-situ 
formation, scattering from the inner Solar System, or 
capture from a passing star. 
In-situ Formation.  [4] found that it is possible to 
create Planet 9 by pebble accretion over very long 
timescales.  In this scenario, the distant planet could 
still be accreting, as formation times range up to Gyr 
timescales.  If this was the case, the signature of Planet 
9’s presence would be growing stronger with time, and 
the high-q, high-i signature in the distant Kuiper Belt 
wouldn’t be as pronounced as the simulations present-
ed in [3].   
Scattering.  [5] showed that, if the scattering oc-
cured before dispersal of the Solar System’s gas disk, 
it would be possible to capture a large planet onto a 
distant orbit similar to that proposed for Planet 9.  If 
this were the case, there should be a strong signature of 
Planet 9’s passage through the region of the Kuiper 
Belt.   
Capture. [6] and [7] present simulations of Planet 9 
being captured from a passing star.  Both find that it is 
possible to capture a planet with an orbit similar to the 
proposed Planet 9, though [6] finds that it is also likely 
that such a distant planet would be stripped off by later 
stellar flybys.  [7] specifically models the Kuiper Belt 
and finds that it is possible to capture a Planet 9 and 
not disrupt the Classical Kuiper Belt.   
Planetesimals and Pebbles:  These three for-
mation scenarios present widely different possibilities 
for the initial orbits of  pebbles.  I discuss each in turn.   
In-situ Formation requires a massive disk at very 
large distances from the Sun.  While not unheard of in 
protoplanetary disks or debris disks, there should be a 
signature of such an initial configuration in the orbits 
of distant KBOs: many more KBOs would have started 
on orbits with similar semimajor axes to Planet 9 and 
been scattered, and many should still be on very distant 
Planet 9-scattering orbits.   
Scattering Planet 9 to a distant orbit from within 
the Solar System would be difficult without disrupting 
the Classical Kuiper Belt, and any remaining pebbles 
would be dispersed at this point and unable to form 
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more planetesimals.  Recent papers such as [8] and [9] 
have simulated similar configurations in detail.   
Capturing Planet 9 perhaps provides the best 
chance for belts of planetesimals and pebbles to sur-
vive.  However, the simulations in [10] show that even 
initially tightly clustered KBO orbits will diverge 
sharply over Gyr timescales due to the perturbations 
from Planet 9, which may provide a time constraint on 
when in the Solar System’s early history Planet 9 could 
be captured without disrupting planetesimals and peb-
ble belts in the Kuiper Belt.   
Conclusions: Planet 9’s origin is difficult to ex-
plain, and even its dynamical signature would be cur-
rently unobservable [3].  The formation timing of the 
Kuiper Belt taken together with dropping likelihood of 
passing stars may provide some additional constraints 
on when and how Planet 9 could have formed in our 
Solar System, and whether or not there are any unex-
plained dynamical signatures of its presence today. 
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Introduction: Astrophysical models provide un-
derstanding of collisional dust growth, dust transport, 
concentration and aerodynamical sorting, and planetes-
imal formation in protoplanetary disks [1,2,3]. Cosmo-
chemists have found increasing evidence for the corre-
lation between abundances in chondrules and matrix in 
chondrites known as complementarity [4,5,6]. Com-
bined, these advances make striking predictions about 
the physical partitioning of protoplanetary disk regions 
associated with chondrule formation that match well 
with a standard global picture of protoplanetary disks 
as accreting through magnetically active surface layers 
while the midplanes are quiescent [7], or alternatively 
from a global magnetocentrifugal wind, which also 
structures surface layers [8]. 
Complementarity:  Across a wide range of ele-
ments and isotopes, the composition of matrix and 
chondrules within a given chondrite differs significant-
ly. Further, the ratio of chondrules to matrix varies 
strongly between chondrites. Nonetheless, the bulk 
elemental and isotopic abundances of chondritic mete-
orities are flat across chondrite classes [4,5,6]. This 
implies that chondrules and matrix within a given 
chondrite were co-genetic, forming from a single res-
ervoir of near-solar composition. It also implies that 
parent body assemblage had to have occurred shortly 
after and spatially near chondrule formation [9]. 
Spatial sorting: One mystery associated with 
complementarity is how the chondrules and matrix can 
have different compositions in the first place. This 
challenge was made particularly pressing by the recent 
W/Hf isotope measurements of Budde et al. [6]. Sepa-
rating matrix from co-genetic chondrule precursor 
grains would require strong aerodynamical sorting [9]. 
While radial pressure perturbations can concentrate 
large dust grains and act as a sorting mechanism [2], 
chondrules are too small to have been easily concen-
trated in such a fashion. 
Planetesimal formation and chondrule size:  It 
has become clear that naked chondrules (on order of 
500 µm diameter and smaller) could not have directly 
proceeded to planetesimal formation, and must have 
stuck together to form large agglomerations [10]. 
However, outside of a few rare examples [11], meteor-
ites do not record the thermal processing of such ag-
glomerations. Thus, in tension with complementarity, 
chondrule formation regions must have been separate 
(either in space or in time) from the parent body as-
semblage regions. 
Layered disk structure: These challenges and 
constraints point to vertical separation as a self-
consistent solution. Chondrule formation events in this 
picture would be restricted to upper  layers well above 
a cool midplane. In that case, strong vertical stratifica-
tion and settling would allow the spatial sorting of 
chondrule precursors and matrix grains. Once the new-
ly formed chondrules settle to the midplane, they could 
agglomerate without those agglomerations being ther-
mally processed. Further, the low aspect ratio of pro-
toplanetary disks means that this scenario would re-
quire only relatively small vertical distances with con-
comitantly short transport times. Thus, the matrix and 
chondrules in a narrow radial annulus could remain co-
genetic through the stages of aerodynamical sorting,  
chondrule formation and parent body formation. 
This scenario meshes well with the conventional 
astrophysical picture of magnetically accreting layered 
protoplanetary disks: quiescent, low ionization mid-
planes and non-thermally ionized, magnetically active 
surface layers [7,8]. However, it also places a con-
straint on chondrule formation models: the mechanism 
must preferentially occur in the upper reaches of disks. 
The strong vertical gradients invoked to allow spatial 
sorting might allow lightning [12], since spatial sorting 
is a mechanism to drive charge separation over large 
length scales. However, resistive heating in current 
sheets formed by the dissipation of magnetic turbu-
lence or reconnection appears to be the most robust 
mechanism consistent with this constraint [13]. 
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Introduction:  Magnetic forces drive protoplanetary 
disks’ accretion and evolution. Important mechanisms 
for disk evolution such as the magnetorotational insta-
bility (MRI) and launching of magnetocentrifugal 
winds, depend on the strength of the background mag-
netic field. Direct knowledge of the background mag-
netic field in the solar nebula is lacking, but recent 
laboratory measurements [1,2] of the remanent mag-
netization of chondrules might be able to offer new 
clues to the ancient magnetic fields in the chondrule-
forming region and, with modeling, in the solar nebula. 
Chondrules are predominantly ferromagnesian sili-
cates that often contain small amounts of metallic Fe-
Ni (kamacite and tetrataenite), etc. The thermal histo-
ries of chondrules indicate that their precursors were 
“flash heated” to above the liquidus, melted, became 
free-floating droplets, and were cooled down slowly to 
crystallize. The metallic minerals, if present in those 
droplets, could be permanently magnetized while in 
the solar nebula as chondrules cooled down to the Cu-
rie point of kamacite (around 1038 K). These remanent 
magnetizations in chondrules have been found and 
measured due to laboratory advances. [1] found that 
around 10% of chondrules in the Semarkona L3.0 
chondrite have olivine phenocrysts (dusty olivines) 
which contain iron-nickel metal inclusions that retain 
magnetizations. Within a chondrule the magnetizations 
are unidirectional, but they vary in direction from one 
chondrule to another, indicating that chondrules must 
have acquired magnetizations before they were assem-
bled into the chondrite parent body. The study by [1] 
shows the chondrules were magnetized by a magnetic 
field 0.54±0.21 G. [2] indicates chondrules in CR 
chondrite LAP02342 are magnetized by a background 
field weaker than 0.15 G. 
Whether these magnetizations reflect the solar neb-
ula background field or a magnetic field specific to  the 
chondrule-forming region requires modeling of chon-
drule formation and the diffusion of the magnetic field 
during chondrule formation. In that sense, the meas-
urements of chondrule magnetizations can also serve 
as a strong constraint on chondrule formation hypothe-
ses. Theorists have developed various chondrule for-
mation models. Experimental constraints favor the 
hypothesis that the majority of chondrules appear to 
have been melted by passage through shock waves in 
the solar nebula [3]. Shock waves amplify the magnet-
ic field as they compress the gas. They could be 1D 
nebula shocks [4, 5], in which the postshock magnetic 
field strength is proportional to the gas density (assum-
ing the shock propagates perpendicular to the B field), 
regardless of the details of magnetic diffusion. Chon-
drule precursors could also be melted by bow shocks 
caused by large planetary embryos on eccentric orbits 
[6, 7]. These shocks are decidedly not 1D. This small 
scale bow shock geometry can result in complicated 
distributions of physical properties, including the mag-
netic diffusivity. It is uncertain what the magnetic field 
evolution timescale is, and therefore what magnetiza-
tion the chondrules can acquire.  
In this work we explore how much the magnetic 
field diffuses behind the bow shock around a planetary 
embryo, and relate the magnetic field strength recorded 
by chondrules to the background magnetic field 
strength of the solar nebula. 
 
The Bow Shock Model: We model the 3D bow shock 
using Boxzy Hydro [7]. We assume a planet with radi-
us R = 3000 km moving at 7 km/s through nebular gas 
with density ρ =10-9 g cm-3 and temperature T = 300 K. 
An adiabatic equation of state is assumed. The simula-
tion is evolved for around 106 s until a steady state is 
achieved. Major outputs include pressure, temperature, 
gas density and velocity distribution. The temperature 
ranges from 300 to 1200 K and is most enhanced in 
front of and behind the embryo. 
 
Gas Ionization State:  The ionization state of gas de-
termines the magnetic diffusivity and diffusion rate. 
Here we consider gas-phase collisional ionization of 
potassium atoms. In regions with T < 800 K, the ther-
mionic emission of electrons and ions from solids be-
comes important [8]; the Saha equation is only valid at 
high temperature. We calculate the ionization state 
using the code and formulism in [9]. We construct a 
lookup table for the densities of electrons and K+ ions 
as a function of gas density and temperature. In the 
relevant regime, adsorption and emission of charges 
from the surfaces of dust grains and chondrules will 
dominate over gas phase reactions, and the ionization 
state is insensitive to the surface area of particles. We 
assume a solids/gas mass ratio of 0.01, a grain radius 1 
µm, and a particle work function of 5 eV.  
 
The Magnetic Diffusivities: Magnetic fields diffuse at 
different rates in different directions due to different 
processes. We calculate the rates of Ohmic dissipation 
and ambipolar diffusion, and thus the rates of magnetic 
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diffusion parallel (𝐷∥) and perpendicular (𝐷#) to the 
field. [9] indicates that the diffusion coefficient 𝐷∥ is 
associated only with Ohmic dissipation, while 𝐷# is 
associated with the combined actions of Ohmic dissi-
pation and ambipolar diffusion. 𝐷$% = 𝐷# − 𝐷∥ scales 
as B2, meaning that strong fields can enhance ambipo-
lar magnetic diffusion. We assume a background field 
B=0.5 G. We calculate the perpendicular magnetic 
diffusion rate using standard formulas in [9] to relate 
electron and ion densities to electrical conductivities, 
combining these with gyro-frequencies and collision 
timescales of individual species. We use the momen-
tum transfer rates in [10]. 
 
Results: Figure 1 shows the calculated values of 𝐷∥ 
and 𝐷# around the bow shock. In general, because of 
thermal ionizations,  D∥ decreases with rising tempera-
ture, being as low as 1010 cm2 s-1 in the hottest gas in 
front of the planet, remaining below 3	  × 1013 cm2 s-1 
within a cylinder with radius around 3000 km behind 
the planet, attaining much higher values farther from 
the planet. For this diffusion coefficient, the timescale 
for the field to diffuse laterally significantly is 𝑡,-..	  ~ 01%∥ ~	   (3444	  56)13×849:	  ;61<=9 	  ~	  3×103𝑠, which is compara-
ble to the dynamical timescale of the postshock gas 𝑡,CD	  ~ 0E ~	  (3444	  56)(8	  56/<) 	  ~	  3×103𝑠. We conclude that with 
Ohmic dissipation alone, the magnetic field is frozen 
into the gas and can remain amplified only in the cyl-
inder with radius around 3000 km behind the planet. 
Outside of this cylinder, the magnetic field quickly 
drops to the background field strength ~ 0.5 G. We 
also find that the diffusion of the field perpendicular to 
the magnetic field, described by 𝐷#, is an order of 
magnitude higher than 𝐷∥ at B =0.5 G, and would be 
even higher at larger B. Due to ambipolar diffusion, the 
radius of the low-diffusivity cylinder as defined above 
shrinks to around 2000 km.  
 
Discussion: Simulated chondrule precursors’ tra-
jectories are compared with the above results (𝐷∥ only) 
in Fig. 2. For now, we simply draw the conclusion that 
the majority of chondrules that pass through the bow 
shock do not enter the low-diffusivity zone behind the 
planetary embro. Including ambipolar diffusion, the 
low-diffusivity zone is even smaller, and chondrules 
are not likely to be magnetized by the enhanced mag-
netic field. Therefore, it is highly possible that the field 
value inferred by the sample in Semarkona represents 
the typical background nebula magnetic field (0.5 G), 
which aligns with previous studies (e.g. [13]) indicat-
ing the background field strength should be 0.1 ~ 1 G. 
The weak field recorded by LAP02342 may also be the 
background field strength, probably in a different loca-
tion and time in the protoplanetary disk. 
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Fig. 1 Magnetic diffusivity distribution: top (𝐷∥), bottom (𝐷#). 
Fig. 2 Comparison of chondrule trajectories with low-diffusivity zone. 
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Introduction:  Solids formed in the Solar System 
are originated at nuclear explosions of the Solar Star at 
super-extreme conditions spread out rapidly in cooler 
space through many collisions. The present paper is 
discussed on formations of chondrules and 
exochondrules by difference with dynamic cooling 
process as the main purpose here, which can be 
developed to be observed its probable locations of two 
different collision debris by the space-telescope. 
Classification of solids by cooling process: Rock 
textures formed by various processes are largely 
classified by two open and closed systems in and out 
of active planet Earth as follows: 
1) Open system: Extraterrestrial space in the solar 
system shows open system with non-circulated process 
of three states for vapor-liquid-solid (called as VLS in 
this paper) materials, which is caused as formations of 
chondrules and exsochondules from different 
compositions, locations and cooling rates. 
2) Closed system: Terrestrial location in the solar 
system reveals closed system with circulated process 
of three states for vapor-liquid-solid (called as VLS in 
this paper) materials, which is caused as formations of 
"Earth-type rock textures (coarse- and fine-grained, 
porphyritic and glassy) " from the same magmatic 
melting locations. 
Two open and closed system can be also expressed 
even in collision process locally of dynamic and 
shocked pressure and temperature  (called as P and T 
in this paper) changes of the Solar System formation as 
open system with less circulated, quenched to tiny 
solids, and closed system with circulated to larger 
solids finally (cf. Fig.1) [1, 2].  
Chondrules and exochondrules: Chondrule  with 
micrometer to centimeter in size is formed relatively 
by slower cooling from vapor, fluid to solid (VLS) 
process of larger growth debris passed through 
medium P,T conditions within the shocked extreme 
plume area (center with longer condition) . Pebble-
sized objects with centimeter to meter in size are based 
on slower process on bulk- melting among the VLS 
states of collision-based process, where the size limits 
are caused by rapid shocked quenching (in open 
system) relatively than water-Earth planet of global 
three VLS recycle system with closed global system as 
shown in Figure 1 [1, 2]..   
Exochondrule with micrometer to centimeter might 
be formed from vapor  quenching  without major 
melting to solidified debris by relatively high T (with 
low P) and/or  high P (with low T), which are 
discontinuous conditions of edge boundary location 
during major collision-formed plume space (Figure 1) 
[1, 2]. 
 
Melted glass
(from gas-
liquid-solid)
Chondrule (slower cooling)
Solids
(Chondrite)
Wide extreme  condition
slowly cooling with larger size 
(Chondrite)
Exochondrule
(quenching with less liquid)
Chondrule
Exochondrule
(quenched
at rim    
boundary)
Quenching  to solids at edge 
boundary in extreme      
(high T or P) condition
 
  Figure 1. Schematic diagram of formation on closed-open 
systems with slower- quenched processes, relatively, in collision 
processes. 
 
Application for telescopic investigation:  The 
present model indicates explosion shocks by collision 
with hot vapor plume and colder edge, which are main 
extreme condition in the extraterrestrial space. 
Cosmochemical and spectral signatures of 
chondrules and exochondrules are not direct way, but 
cooling process during larger or multiple collisions at 
explosive plume area as major investigated locations. 
Summary: The present study can be summarized 
as follows. 
1) Collision process can be expressed locally by 
open and closed system in extraterrestrial space. 
2) Chondrule  is formed slowly cooled by from 
vapor, fluid to larger solid process. 
3) Exochondrule is formed by vapor  quenching  
with less melting to tiny solids finally. 
4)  Cosmochemical and spectral signatures of 
chondrules and exochondrules are observed at cooling 
process during larger or multiple collision at explosive 
plume area. 
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Introduction:  Ever since asteroids were discov-
ered, they’ve been seen as remains of planetary for-
mation [1], because they registered the processes that 
occurred in the origin of the Solar System in the same 
way that Earth’s history is studied from geological 
registry. Chondrites represent unique study objects 
because the materials conserved in them were formed 
during the early stages of the Solar System [2]. The 
purpose of this work is to develop a bulk chemical 
characterization of 11 barred olivine chondrules in four 
Allende chondrite thin sections based on the X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) analysis using the SANDRA port-
able equipment [3] at the National Research and Con-
servation Science Laboratory of Cultural Heritage 
(LANCIC-IF) in Mexico City. 
Procedure: The SANDRA portable equipment was 
run at a voltage of 35 kV and a current of 0.3 mA. No 
vacuum was used. Each chondrule in the thin sections 
was scanned three times using a 500 µm diameter X-
ray beam for 120 seconds.  
The raw spectra were then transferred to the AXIL 
software. Using AXIL, the area under the peak was 
calculated. We calculated the average of the areas to 
find one value per element per sample.  
To build a standard. We selected one of the chon-
drules with a matrix/olivine proportion that was aver-
age to the chondrule's sample. Punctual analysis with 
Electron Micro Probe Analyzer (EMPA) in matrix and 
olivine of the selected chondrule used to create a 
standard.  
We calculate the elemental composition of all 
chondrules comparing the X-ray spectrum of the 
standard with spectrum of each one of them. 
We distinguish the total iron in kamacite (FeNi) 
from the iron in troilite (FeS) and ferrous oxide (FeO) 
using the percent in weight to Ni and S. We calculated 
the magnesian oxide (MgO) percent wight in the same 
way. 
Results: We estimated magnesium number (#Mg) 
for each chondrule with their MgO and FeO concentra-
tions (Table 1). These values range from 80.2 to 94.8,  
very close to values of 93.0 [4] and 94.8 [5] previously 
reported. These values represent a poorly evolved oli-
vine. 
Final Thoughts:  
Basic analysis with SANDRA portable equipment 
allowed to measure magnesium values very close to 
the ones reported before. Deeper future analysis may 
solve the variations showed in some calculations in 
this work. 
Table 1. Magnesium number of each chon-
drule. 
Sample 
FeO 
(%Wt) 
MgO 
(%Wt) #Mg 
Standard 3.984 36.219 90.09 
C.BO.A*   93.0 
C.BO.A**   94.8 
Chondrule 1  3.308 61.336 94.88 
Chondrule 2 4.039 38.403 90.48 
Chondrule 3 4.622 62.064 93.07 
Chondrule 4 3.475 97.919 96.57 
Chondrule 5 4.409 29.849 87.13 
Chondrule 6 3.625 68.252 94.96 
Chondrule 7 5.864 23.843 80.26 
Chondrule 8 3.984 36.219 90.09 
Chondrule 9 4.068 60.608 93.71 
Chondrule 10 4.524 75.532 94.35 
Chondrule 11 4.032 70.436 94.58 
#Mg = 100 x ( MgO / MgO + FeO). 
C.BO.A* : #Mg values calculated for Allen-
de’s barred olivine chondrules by Simon and 
Haggerty [4].  
C.BO.A**: #Mg values calculated for Allen-
de’s barred olivine chondrules by Rubin and 
Wasson [5]. 
Even though this technique cannot yet substitute 
more advanced ones, it will be a quick and simple non 
invasive way to analyze the chemical bulk composi-
tion. Therefore, this technique represents an excellent 
opportunity to the study and conservation of very im-
portant materials in the meteorite field and planetary 
sciences. 
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Introduction:  Chondrules are the most abundant 
early Solar System materials available for study and 
are some of the oldest [e.g., 1]. The formation age of 
chondrules spans a large range, from approximately 0-
6 Myr after the oldest solids (calcium-rich, aluminum-
rich inclusions, or CAIs) [1-5]. The duration over 
which chondrules formed and their prevalence 
throughout the meteoritic record, make them ideal 
probes of the evolution of the solar nebula.  Although 
chondrules have been extensively studied, the process 
(or processes) by which they formed is not clear.  
Constraints on Chondrule Formation Models:  
The formation mechanism of chondrules has been a 
matter of great debate for decades.  Any single pro-
posed model has been more or less fashionable than 
others at any given time. It is important to remember, 
however, that any credible chondrule formation model 
must meet the numerous thermal, chemical, isotopic, 
physical, and age constraints recorded in the meteoritic 
record. The strongest constraint against which chon-
drules are tested has long been considered to be the 
inferred thermal histories of chondrules. Experimental 
reproduction of observed chondrule textures in furnace 
experiments is typically the method used to determine 
the thermal histories of chondrules during crystalliza-
tion [see 6].  However, some of these results have re-
cently been called into question [7-9]. 
Chondrule Formation Models: Suggested chon-
drule-forming mechanisms include nebular shocks 
[e.g., 10-11], interaction of planetary bodies [e.g., 12], 
disk winds [13], lightning [e.g., 14], and magnetic cur-
rent sheets [e.g., 15-16], to name a few.  Nebular shock 
models can be broken down further into small-scale 
shocks, such as planetary bow shocks [e.g. 17], and 
large-scale shocks, such as those driven by gravitation-
al disk instabilities [e.g., 18-19] or migrating massive 
planets [20].  The formation models proposed have 
claimed to meet several, if not all, of the meteoritic 
constraints on thermal histories.  However, other than 
the models of [e.g., 10-11; 21], very few have included 
additional predictions that can be tested against the 
meteoritic record.  Since thermal histories are deemed 
to be the first constraint against which chondrule for-
mation models are tested, it should be noted that some 
proposed formation mechanisms previously ruled out 
(e.g., lightning), might need to be reconsidered.  
Discussion:  Although the formation of chondrules 
would not be predicted from astrophysics alone, based 
on the meteoritic evidence, chondrule formation clear-
ly constitutes a major event (or events) in our pro-
toplanetary disk.  By analogy, similar events are likely 
in extrasolar protoplanetary disks.  Chondrule for-
mation in our Solar System apparently occurred prior 
to and during accretion of planetary bodies, yet the 
process or processes responsible have not been clearly 
defined.  In this talk, a brief overview of several of the 
proposed chondrule formation models will be present-
ed.  Meteoritic constraints that the models do or do not 
meet will be discussed, as well as any further predic-
tions made.  The possible need to revisit some of the 
meteoritic constraints, such as inferred thermal histo-
ries, will be evaluated.  Finally, we will discuss wheth-
er it is correct to assume that all chondrules formed by 
a single mechanism, or whether several different chon-
drule formation models need to be considered to ex-
plain the diversity of chondrules.      
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Introduction:  Our Sun is a middle-aged, main-
sequence star that will eventually evolve into a bloated 
red giant before finally shrinking and ending its life as 
a compact, dense white dwarf. During this evolution, 
the swollen Sun will engulf Mercury, Venus and per-
haps the Earth, pulverize many asteroids and comets, 
and leave rocky and icy debris strewn throughout the 
Solar System. The outer planets and Kuiper belt will 
survive, but in an altered state, orbiting the cold, dead 
Solar white dwarf. The vast majority of stars will, like 
the Sun, end their lives as white dwarfs, and we know 
of over 1000 confirmed planets orbiting stars that will 
become White Dwarfs. 
What happens to these planetary systems? What 
can we learn from these ancient white dwarf planetary 
systems about the formation, composition and evolu-
tion of all planetary systems? 
Observational evidence for the survival of plane-
tary systems into the white dwarf phase comes from 
the presence of elements heavier than helium detected 
in the atmospheres of white dwarfs [1,2,3,4]. There is 
now unambiguous evidence that this material is from 
planetary bodies that survived the star’s evolution, and 
which were accreted onto the atmosphere of the white 
dwarf [5,6,7,8]. This accreted material is hence re-
ferred to as white dwarf “pollution”. Observations of 
disintegrating planets/asteroids (e.g. in the WD 
1145+017 system, [9]) as well as the detection of gas 
and dust discs around white dwarfs, combine to inform 
us how the polluting planetary material arrived in the 
atmosphere of the white dwarfs. Not only do such ob-
servations tell us that white dwarf planetary systems 
are as common as around main sequence stars, but they 
also provide unique insights that are difficult to deduce 
observationally on the main sequence. 
It is currently impossible to observationally deter-
mine the bulk chemical composition of an exo-planet 
residing hundreds of light years away. We might infer 
a planet’s composition from studies of its atmosphere 
or bulk density, but observations of polluting planetary 
material in the atmospheres of white dwarfs provide a 
(so far) unique way to investigate the bulk composition 
of exo-planetary material. In fact, we know the compo-
sition of some planetary bodies swallowed by white 
dwarfs better than we know the composition of minor 
planets in our own Solar System. Spectra yield ratios 
of key species, such as Mg/Si and C/O, which tell us 
about the physical properties, and potentially the geol-
ogy, of any planets that may have formed out of this 
material. For the foreseeable future, the only way to 
determine the composition of exo-planets and exo-
asteroids will be through spectroscopic observations of 
their eviscerated remains in white dwarf atmospheres.  
Current and upcoming space missions and ground-
based facilities are poised to transform our understand-
ing of white dwarf planetary systems. By 2020, the 
combined efforts of the Gaia, Euclid, K2 and TESS 
missions will have increased the number of known 
white dwarf discs and minor planets by orders of mag-
nitude and likely lead to the discovery of the first giant 
planets around white dwarfs, while JWST will trans-
form our ability to identify specific minerals in the 
debris orbiting white dwarfs.  
I will discuss the crucial interdisciplinary work that 
will required for the white-dwarf community to be able 
to capitalize on the extant knowledge of meteoriticists, 
cosmochemists, and astronomers and work in concert 
to plan the investigations required to truly understand 
white dwarf systems. Doing so will allow the commu-
nity to extract the unique data that only white dwarf 
systems can supply on the fundamental processes gov-
erning the formation and evolution of planetary sys-
tems.  
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Introduction:  Chondrules, mm-sized igneous inclu-
sions that comprise up to 80% of the mass of chondrit-
ic   meteorites, are a key to understanding the history 
of the Solar System and the formation of terrestrial 
planets. Chondrules formed in the first few Myr of the 
Solar System's history [e.g., 1], during its protoplane-
tary  disk  phase,   and so understanding the energetic 
event(s) that melted  chondrules  is key to using mete-
oritic data to constrain astrophysical models of the 
disk. Once igneous textures were recognized in chon-
drules,  formation models suggesting a melting event 
were  sought  to  understand planetary formation [2]. 
However despite their long-standing importance, an 
overarching mechanism for chondrule formation 
mechanism has not been established. 
     Chondritic textures are the result of melting and 
crystallization and depend on several parameters. Fig-
ure 1 shows the textures reproduced experimentally at 
various cooling rates. The three most common chon-
drule textures are:  (1) barred,  (2) radiating, and  (3) 
porphyritic. Porphyritic textures are the most common   
and make   up   approximately 82 to 99% of all chon-
drules in a given chondrite group [3], so chondrule 
formation models must be able to explain these tex-
tures in particular. Porphyritic textures are defined as 
phenocrysts (˃ 40 µm) of olivine and/or pyroxene in a 
fine grain mesostasis. Important parameters that con-
trol chondrule textures include chemical composition, 
peak temperature, duration of heating, and precursor 
grain size. Any formation model must therefore be able 
to predict these parameters.  
Figure 1. Cooling rates that have been experimentally 
shown to reproduce various chondrule textures [4]. 
The  orange  shaded region overlaying the figure 
shows the cooling rates of interest in this research. 
     Proposed models of chondrule formation include 
formation in planetesimal impacts, by nebular lighting, 
by   large-scale (spiral  density wave) shocks, and by 
bow shocks around planetary embryos.  All of these 
models are broadly consistent with the experimental 
constraints that suggest chondrule precursors were 
heated above their liquidus in a time span of minutes 
and then cooled over hours  while freely floating in the 
nebula [5]. The last model, and the model being tested 
here, is the planetary embryo bow shock model [6,7]. 
Embryos >1000 km in size are known to have existed 
in the nebula during chondrule formation [8], and if 
they were cast onto eccentric orbits, their shock fronts 
could melt chondrules. The atmospheres of these em-
bryos may also have contained high partial pressures 
of Na vapor, which the chondrules were exposed to 
[9]. This model robustly predicts cooling rates of 3000 
K/hr or more, and it is not clear whether or not these 
are consistent with the dominant porphyritic textures. 
Passage through bow shocks around planetary em-
bryos [6]  offers   the   best  match  to  multiple chon-
drule   properties,   but  is  not  widely considered a 
viable model because it predicts chondrules cooled at 
rates between 3000-5000 K/hr [6,7], whereas the pre-
dominant chondrule textures, porphyritic, have only 
been reproduced (so far) by cooling rates up to 2500- 
3000 K/hr. If porphyritic textures are reproduced by 
cooling rates > 3000 K/hr, the planetary embryo bow 
shock model would be consistent with all  known  
chondrule  properties, validating  it  as  a  chondrule  
formation mechanism. This would represent a pro-
found paradigm shift: rather than chondrules being the  
building  blocks of planets, chondrule formation  
would  have to be considered a secondary consequence 
of planet formation. Therefore we have conducted ex-
periments to test whether cooling rates >3000 K/hr can 
yield chondrules with porphyritic textures. 
Approach:  For our experiments, we have created 
chondrule analogs by melting mixtures of the minerals 
San Carlos Olivine, Dog Lake Diopside, and Amelia 
Albite (Table 1). For the experiments, a 60 mg pellet 
of the minerals created with a binding agent are placed 
in a Pt basket suspended from a thermocouple inside a 
1- atmospheric vertical gas mixing furnace located at 
the Experimental Petrology and Igneous process Cen-
ter (EPIC) at ASU. We are currently investigating the 
role of grain size in the chondrule precursor and pre-
liminary work has been conducted using a mixture of a 
fine grain powder of diopside and albite, as well as 
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larger grain size fractions of olivine to represent of 
seed nuclei. Future experiments will use starting mate-
rial that is more homogenous in terms of grain size 
 
Table 1. EPMA analysis of precursor material. Preci-
sion is 1% for major elements. 
Oxide San 
Carlos 
Olivine 
(wt %) 
Amelia 
Albite 
(wt %) 
Dog 
Lake  
Diopside 
(wt %) 
Analog 
(wt%) 
SiO2 40.89 68.55 55.52 48.70 
TiO2 n.a. n.a. 0.04 0.01 
Al2O3 n.a. 20.09 0.03 3.02 
FeO 9.07 n.a. 0.75 5.63 
Cr2O3 0.02 n.a. n.a. 0.01 
MnO 0.12 n.a. 0.07 0.09 
MgO 50.26 n.a. 18.50 34.78 
CaO 0.07 0.46 26.04 6.62 
Na2O n.a. 11.69 0.06 1.77 
K2O 0.01 0.12 n.a. 0.02 
TOTAL 100.44 100.91 101.01 100.65 
 
Preliminary Results:  Heating durations of 1, 5, 10, 
15, and 20 minutes have been investigated, as well as 
peak temperatures ranging from 1400ᵒC to 1550ᵒC. 
Initial work has been conducted to serve as a bench-
mark to produce porpyritic textures consistent with the 
results of [2,10,11]. Once these results have been 
achieved, we will conduct experiments at cooling rates 
consistent with the planetary bow shock model. 
 
Figure 2. First experimental run. The peak tempera-
ture was 1400ᵒC and the sample had a heating duration 
of one minute. The cooling rate was 1000 K/hr. This 
sample displays large anhedral fragmented olivine 
phenocrysts set in a fine grain pyroxene matrix. EDS 
analysis shows the starting olivine grains did not fully 
melt and recrystallize.  
 
Figure 3. Experimental run using a peak temperature 
of 1550ᵒC, heating duration 10 minutes, and cooling 
rate 1000 K/hr. Sample consists of large subhedral 
olivine phenocrysts set in a fine grain pyroxene matrix.  
 
Ongoing Work:  Several models for chondrule for-
mation have been proposed, but not one model has 
been settled as an ideal chondrule formation mecha-
nism. Our experiments test the viability of bow shocks 
around planetary embryos as a chondrule formation 
mechanism.  
At the meeting we will present results from cooling 
chondrule analogs at cooling rates ≥ 3000 K/hr, vary-
ing peak temperatures, grain size, and heating dura-
tion. If we successfully reproduce porphyritic textures 
at the higher end cooling rates ( ≥ 3000 K/hr), the 
planetary embryo shock model would be found to be 
consistent with all the known chondrule properties to 
make a chondrule formation model successful. This 
would validate planetary bow shocks as a chondrule 
formation mechanism and increase our understanding 
of the energetic event(s) present during the initial stage 
of the Solar System.  
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Introduction:  On 27th and 28th February 2017 a 
conference on “Chondrules and the Protoplanetary 
Disk” was held at the Natural History Museum, Lon-
don, UK. The two day meeting brought together mete-
oriticists and astrophysicsts to discuss observations on 
chondrules and the constraints they provide on chon-
drule forming mechanisms. 
The topics included the following: 
Complementarity: A key discussion point at the 
conference was whether there is complementarity be-
tween chondrules and matrix- i.e. whether the chon-
drules and matrix have different chemistries and iso-
topic compositions that are both required together in 
order to create a chondritic whole rock [1,2,3]. Com-
plementarity appears to exist in several elements and 
also in the tungsten isotopes: chondrules have a 183W 
excess and matrix has a 183W deficit; a mix of the two 
is required to make the same composition as the Earth, 
and bulk meteorites [4].  
Chronology: Petrographic observations show that 
while chondules are occasionally observed in CAIs, 
the reverse is not true, except when a CAI has become 
swept up into a chondrule melt. This suggests that 
while CAIs were present when chondrules formed, 
chondrules were not present when CAIs formed [5]. 
Al-Mg systematics of chondrules show chondrules are 
consistently younger than CAIs, assuming a homoge-
neous initial distribution of 26Al/27Al [6]. This con-
straint is disallowed if 26Al27Al was higher in the CAI 
forming region than in the chondrule forming region.  
Pb-Pb isotopes, in contrast, show chondrule formation 
starting at the same time as CAIs and continuing for 
3.6 Myr [7]. 
Cooling Rates and Pressures:  While classic ex-
periments have been performed to determine the cool-
ing history of chondrules using sillicates, new work on 
chondrule glass and opaques is offering a new view, 
suggesting even more rapid cooling rates are required 
for chondrules at the lower end of the cooling tail, near 
to the subsolidus [8].  The high abundance of volatiles 
in chondrules provides important and clear constraints 
on chondrule formation, although a systematic study of 
chondrules in all groups has not been undertaken [9].  
Magnetic Properties:  These are providing new 
and important constraints on chondrule formation. Or-
dinary chondrites have experienced a strong field and 
CR chondrites a weak field which may indicate that 
CR chondrules formed further out in the disk [10].  
Outstanding questions 
The conference highlighted several outstanding ques-
tions, including: 
• What is the role of giant planets and their migration 
in the formation of chondrites and their components? 
• How common were chondrules in the protoplanetary 
disk? 
• How were chondritic components stored since they 
appear to have formed over  several millions of 
years? 
• Where there several chondrule forming mechanisms, 
and if so what is their relative importance? 
At straw poll at the end of the conference, the majority 
of delegates favoured a ‘nebular’ mechanism for chon-
drule formation, although ‘planetary’ models were also 
popular.  Many delegates remained unsure of how 
chondrules formed. 
The conference highlighted a continued need for a 
combination of sample analysis, experimental petrolo-
gy and theoretical modeling and communication be-
tween these communities.   Some of the questions may 
be answered by the sample return missions to primitive 
asteroids that are currently in flight: Hayabusa2 and 
OSIRIS-REx. 
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Introduction:  Models of inner Solar System for-
mation and evolution have struggled for decades to 
adequately and consistently produce reasonable ana-
logs of our Terrestrial Planets. Now,  a handful of 
models utilizing a wide range of evolution scenarios – 
migrating planets or accretion directly from cm-sized 
pebbles – can regularly produce the planets, but di-
verge on their implications for the early evolution in 
the Asteroid Belt. Tracking down the collisional histo-
ry of the asteroid belt can thus help constrain our un-
derstanding of the planet formation processes. Looking 
at today’s asteroid belt, and meteorites derived from its 
population, constraints and can be built for evolution 
models. 
 
Planetesimals and Planet Formation: Models of 
planet formation were once nearly independent of 
planetesimal formation – they all started from a popu-
lation of ~100-ish km planetesimals regardless of how 
they formed. Now, dynamical models have shown that 
the cm-sized building blocks (“pebbles”) of planetesi-
mals can also serve to jump-start planet formation and 
build planetary embryos very rapidly [1]. While such 
speedy growth is very important for the Giant Planets, 
it is less clear what problems this can solve for the 
inner Solar System and all of the implications [2,3].  
 
The Asteroid Belt:  Simply looking at the physical 
and orbital properties of today’s asteroid belt can pro-
vide severe constraints for the evolution of the inner 
Solar System. With a total mass orders of magnitude 
below that expected from smooth distributions of sol-
ids, dynamically excited orbits filling nearly all stable 
phase space and overlapping distributions of taxonom-
ic types of bodies, the current asteroid belt is a total 
mess of information. 
Previous works analyzing the integrated effects on 
the size frequency distribution and total mass loss find 
that the Asteroid Belt could have been substantially 
larger in the past [4]. However, there are numerous 
implications to grinding away different amounts of 
mass over the history of the Asteroid Belt.  
Asteroid Families:  Grinding away a huge primor-
dial asteroid belt implies a huge amount of collisions – 
including lots of big ones. We see remnants of this 
process in large asteroid families and they can trace 
some of the collisional history of asteroid belt – but 
our ability to detect them decreases going further back 
in time, and is potentially completely frustrated by the 
Solar System dynamical re-shuffling associated with 
the Giant Planet instability (whenever it occurred).  
Remnants of the collisions in the gas disk: Similar-
ly a large primordial asteroid belt, depending on when 
it was dynamically excited, may have started experi-
encing collisions when the gas disk was still around 
[5]. These collisions have long been pointed too as 
possible ways to form some types of chondrules [6]. 
 
Tracing the Collisional History: Here we focus 
on the implications for the primordial asteroid belt 
mass and dynamical excitement for different flavors of 
terrestrial planet formation models. These implications 
are then confronted with the constraints from the As-
teroid Belt. In particular two recent studies will uti-
lized- the first focuses on the Asteroid Belt dynamical 
excitement required to form CB Chondrites [5]. Here, 
the need for a high-velocity collision between two 
large bodies (~100’s km) in the presence of the gas 
disk pushes formation models to dynamically excite 
the Asteroid Belt very early, which is difficult to do in 
the absence of interference by the Giant Planets.  
Second, the history of the Asteroid Belt seen 
through the population of Asteroid families shows rela-
tively frequency large collisions in the last ~Gyr, but 
inability to detect very old families muddies the history 
back 3-4 Gya [7]. In a new work very old families are 
hunted using a new technique with a possibility to de-
bias our catalog of families over time and constrain the 
Asteroid Belt mass over time [8].  
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Stellar Emission Inhibiting the Study of “Exo-Chondrules” in Circumstellar Debris
Circumstellar discs provide insight into the formation of our own Solar System through studying the 
amount and distribution of debris.  Remnants of the planet formation process, such as comets and 
asteroids,  can act as a replenishing source of new debris that would otherwise be cleared on short 
timescales. The collisional evolution of these remnants will provide micrometre to centimetre sized 
grains, or “exo-chondrules”,  that can be detected through heating from the host star.
One confounding parameter in studying these grains around stars, is the stars themselves. The emission
from stars in the mm/cm is nontrivial and generally not well-constrained. I'll provide several examples 
of commonly studied debris discs around A stars where unconstrained stellar emission is biasing the 
flux recovered from the disc and thus inhibiting an accurate characterization of the debris system. 
When comparing the stellar behavior to the most thoroughly studied star in the universe, the Sun, it 
appears as though these more massive stars may exhibit similar atmospheric processes, which are 
commonly assumed to not occur in A stars. Sirius A is a bright, nearby star with no known debris.
Radio observations of Sirius A are being used to set an observationally determined standard for stellar 
atmosphere modeling and debris disc studies, as well as to take the first step toward characterizing 
potential intrinsic uncertainty in stellar emission at these wavelengths. This talk will highlight the 
ongoing effort to characterize stellar atmospheres through a project known as MESAS (Measuring the 
Emission of Stellar Atmospheres at Submillimeter/millimeter wavelengths).
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Modeling the growth of chondrule dust rims with molecular dynamics.  C. Xiang1, L. S. Matthews1, A. Carbal-
lido1, M. A. Morris2,3 and T. W. Hyde1, 1Center for Astrophysics, Space Physics and Engineering Research, One Bear 
Place #97310, Baylor University, Waco, TX, 76798-7310, USA, 2School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona 
State University, PO Box 876004, Tempe, AZ, 85287-6004, USA, 3Physics Department, State University of New 
York, PO Box 2000, Cortland, NY, 13045, USA. 
 
 
Introduction: Fine-grained dust rims that surround 
chondrules in carbonaceous chondrites may have origi-
nated in the primitive solar nebula. This is supported by 
maps of the orientation of sub-micron grains in the Al-
lende CV carbonaceous chondrite [1], by optical and 
scanning electron microscopy analyses of CM chondrite 
thin sections [2], and by theoretical models [3-6]. We 
present here a new numerical method to investigate the 
structure of chondrule rims, assuming that they were ac-
quired in the gaseous environment of the solar nebula.  
Method:  We use an N-body code to study the 
growth of a chondrule rim through the collision of mi-
cron-sized dust aggregates with a mm-sized spherical 
body, which represents a chondrule. The code models 
the detailed collision processes of aggregates, taking 
into account the aggregate morphology, trajectory, and 
orientation of the colliding grains. The aggregates are 
formed from silicate spheres with a power law distribu-
tion in radius. In each iteration, a dust aggregate is shot 
towards the chondrule, with the relative velocity be-
tween the dust aggregate and chondrule determined by 
coupling of the particles to the turbulent gas environ-
ment [5]. The possible collision outcomes are sticking 
at the point of contact, bouncing, or rolling on the sur-
face, which results in compaction. These outcomes are 
determined by the critical bouncing velocity and the 
critical rolling energy. For computational expediency, 
we restrict dust aggregates to accumulate on a small 
patch of the chondrule surface, measuring ~120 𝜇m by 
120 𝜇m.   
Preliminary results: Figure 1 shows a rim structure 
from one of our numerical runs. Similar structures  are 
divided into horizontal layers (i.e., parallel to the chon-
drule’s surface) for analysis. The innermost layer has 
the highest compactness factor, and the porosity in-
creases with vertical distance. The size distribution of 
monomers in each layer shows that the outer layers tend 
to have a higher ratio of large monomers to small mon-
omers.  
Discussion: As the porosity of the dust rim plays an im-
portant role in the collision between chondrules, these 
results provide useful information for predicting com-
pound object growth. Since dust likely became electri-
cally charged in the radiative plasma environment of the 
solar nebula, we will also present results comparing the 
formation of rims from neutral aggregates and rims 
formed in an environment where the chondrule and ag-
gregates are charged. Our results will be compared with 
data from disaggregation of rimmed chondrules in CV 
chondrites [7], which show a near-linear relation be-
tween chondrule radius and rim thickness.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Preliminary chondrule rim structure using our N-
body code. The length spanned by each horizontal axis is ap-
proximately 120 𝜇m, while the length along the vertical axis 
spans approximately 100 𝜇m. 
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